APPENDIX H

B&B:93/97 INSTRUMENT
1.1 **HSMONTH**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  P_Month of high school graduation

Valid Values: 1-12

1.2 **HSYEAR**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  P_Year of high school graduation

Valid Values: 35-92

1.3 **MBCOLL**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Month began college

Valid Values: 1-12

1.4 **YBCOLL**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Year began college

Valid Values: 35-92

1.5 **SAMPSCHL**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Sample school name

1.6 **SAMPIPED**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Sample school IPED code

1.7 **MBARECVD**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  P_Month received bachelors degree

Valid Values: 1-12

1.8 **YBARECVD**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  P_Year received bachelors degree

Valid Values: 92-93

1.9 **OTHDEGFL**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Other degree flag

1  DATA PRESENT
2  DATA ABSENT

1.10 **OTHSCHFL**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Other school flag

1  DATA PRESENT
2  DATA ABSENT
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1.11  **GRADAPFL**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Flag for grad applications

   1  DATA PRESENT
   2  DATA ABSENT

1.12  **MAPPLGRD**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Month first applied to grad

   Valid Values: 1-12

1.13  **YAPPLGRD**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Year first applied to grad

   Valid Values: 50-99

1.14  **S_PHONE**  AUTO  P_Phone number from SMS

   **IF S_PHONE = ASKED, THEN SET E_PHONE TO ^S_PHONE^**

1.15  **E_PHONE**  CALCULATION  Copy of phone number to be edited

   Calculation:
   Entry Mask: MIU_____!   
   Valid Values: 0-9999999999

1.16  **OLDIVVMM**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  P_Month of B&B1 interview

   Valid Values: 1-12

1.17  **OLDIVVYY**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  P_B&B1 interview year

   Valid Values: 92-94

1.18  **OLDDATE**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Verbatim old interview date

1.19  **GRDPRGFL**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Flag for post-BA grad schl enrollment

   1  YES
   2  NO
1.20  GREFLAG  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_BB1 GRE flag
       1    DATA PRESENT
       2    DATA ABSENT

1.21  GRDEXMFL  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_BB1 other grad exam flag
       1    DATA PRESENT
       2    DATA ABSENT

1.22  STEXAMFL  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_BB1 state exam flag
       1    DATA PRESENT
       2    DATA ABSENT

1.23  RDOBMM  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Birthmonth
       Valid Values: 1-12

1.24  RDOBDD  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Birthday
       Valid Values: 1-31

1.25  RDOBYY  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Birthyear
       Valid Values: 10-85

1.26  RSEX  PRELOAD-FIXED  EP_Gender
       1    MALE
       2    FEMALE

1.27  RCITIZ  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_US citizenship
       1    YES
       2    NO

1.28  RRACE  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Respondent race
### 1.29 RHISPETH PRELOAD-FIXED P_Hispanic ethnicity

- 0 No Hispanic ethnicity
- 1 Mexican, Mexican-American, or Chicano descent
- 2 Cuban descent
- 3 Puerto Rican descent
- 4 Other Hispanic descent

### 1.30 RASIAN PRELOAD-FIXED P_Asian ethnicity

- 0 No Asian ethnicity
- 1 Chinese
- 2 Filipino
- 3 Hawaiian
- 4 Japanese
- 5 Korean
- 6 Vietnamese
- 7 Asian Indian
- 8 Samoan
- 9 Guamanian
- 10 Other Asian or Pacific Islander

### 1.31 FEDLEVL PRELOAD-FIXED EP_Father's education level

- 1 LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL
- 2 GED
- 3 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
- 4 LESS THAN 1 YEAR VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL/TRADE/BUSINESS SCHOOL
- 5 1 YEAR BUT LESS THAN 2 YEARS VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL/TRADE/BUSINESS SCHOOL
- 6 2 YEARS OR MORE VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL/TRADE/BUSINESS SCHOOL
- 7 LESS THAN 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE
- 8 ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
- 9 2 OR MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE
- 10 BACHELOR'S DEGREE (4-5 YEARS)
- 11 MASTER'S DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT
- 12 FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (JD, MD, OD, DDS, ETC.)
- 13 OTHER ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
- 14 DOCTORATE (PhD, EdD)
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#### PRELOAD

**1.32 MEDLEVEL**  PRELOAD-FIXED  EP_Mother's education level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LESS THAN 1 YEAR VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL/TRADE/BUSINESS SCHOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 YEAR BUT LESS THAN 2 YEARS VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL/TRADE/BUSINESS SCHOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 YEARS OR MORE VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL/TRADE/BUSINESS SCHOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LESS THAN 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2 OR MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>BACHELOR'S DEGREE (4-5 YEARS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>MASTER'S DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (JD, MD, OD, DDS, ETC.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>OTHER ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL DEGREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>DOCTORATE (PhD, EdD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1.33 FATHBTH**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Father born in US

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1.34 FTHEMIG**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Year father emigrated

Valid Values: 1880-1997  
Valid Values: 9999

**1.35 MOTHBTH**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Mother born in US

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1.36 MTHEMIG**  PRELOAD-NUMBER  EP_Year mother emigrated

Valid Values: 1880-1997  
Valid Values: 9999

**1.37 RCHILDREN**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Number of children from BB1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>no children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>one child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>two children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>three children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>four children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>five children</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
six children
seven children
eight children
nine children
ten children
eleven children
twelve children
thirteen children
fourteen children
fifteen children

0 no dependent children
1 one dependent child
2 two dependent children
3 three dependent children
4 four dependent children
5 five dependent children
6 six dependent children
7 seven dependent children
8 eight dependent children
9 nine dependent children
10 ten dependent children
11 eleven dependent children
12 twelve dependent children
13 thirteen dependent children
14 fourteen dependent children
15 fifteen dependent children

1.38 RDEPEND PRELOAD-FIXED P_Number of dependents from BB1

1 less than high school graduation
2 a GED
3 high school graduation
4 less than 1 year of vocational/trade/or business school after high school
5 1 year but less than 2 years of vocational/trade/or business school after high school
6 2 years or more of vocational/trade/or business school after high school
7 less than 2 years of college
8 an Associate's degree
9 2 or more years of college
10 a Bachelor's degree
11 a Master's degree or equivalent
12 a First Professional degree
13 an advanced Professional degree
14 a Doctorate

1.40 TOTUDEBT PRELOAD-NUMBER P_Total undergrad debt from BB1
Entry Mask: !~U___,___~!
Valid Values: 0-999999

1.41 **PBACFLAG**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Flag for post-BA attendance
   1  YES
   2  NO

1.42 **PAR1FNAM**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  EP_Parent 1 first name

1.43 **PAR1MIDL**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  EP_Parent 1 middle initial

1.44 **PAR1LNAM**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  EP_Parent 1 last name

1.45 **MMINV**  CURRENT MONTH  Current interview month

1.46 **YYINV**  CURRENT YEAR  Current interview year

1.47 **RMARITST**  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_Marriage status of R in BB1
   1  married
   2  separated
   3  divorced
   4  widowed
   5  living in a marriage-like relationship
   6  single, had never been married

1.48 **RNAME**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Respondent's full name

1.49 **RADDRS1**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Respondent address line 1

1.50 **RADDRS2**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_R address line 2

1.51 **RCITY**  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Respondent city
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Preload</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.52 RSTATE</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>P_Respondent state</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.53 RZIP</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>P_Respondent zip code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.54 PAR2FNAM</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 2 first name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.55 PAR2MIDL</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 2 middle initial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.56 PAR2LNAM</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 2 last name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.57 PAR1ADD1</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 1 address line 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.58 PAR1ADD2</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 1 address line 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.59 PAR1CITY</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 1 city</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.60 PAR1STAT</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 1 state</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.61 PAR1ZIP</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 1 zip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.62 PP1ARCOD</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 1 area code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.63 PP1PHON1</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 1 phone prefix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.64 PP1PHON2</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 1 phone number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.65 PAR2ADD1</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 2 address line 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.66 PAR2ADD2</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 2 address line 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.67 PAR2CITY</td>
<td>PRELOAD-UNCODED</td>
<td>EP_Parent 2 city</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.68  PAR2STAT  PRELOAD-UNCODED  EP_Parent 2 state
1.69  PAR2ZIP  PRELOAD-UNCODED  EP_Parent 2 zip
1.70  PP2ARCOD  PRELOAD-UNCODED  EP_Parent 2 area code
1.71  PP2PHON1  PRELOAD-UNCODED  EP_Parent 2 prefix
1.72  PP2PHON2  PRELOAD-UNCODED  EP_Parent 2 phone number
1.73  RPHONE  PRELOAD-NUMBER  P_Respondent phone number non-updated

Entry Mask: MIU_____!
Valid Values: 0-9999999999

1.74  PSSN1  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Respondent SSN1
1.75  PSSN2  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Respondent SSN2
1.76  PSSN3  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Respondent SSN3
1.77  SU_ID  PRELOAD-UNCODED  P_Respondent caseid
1.78  TEACH  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_R taught, considered teaching in BB1
   1  YES
   2  NO
1.79  CERTIFIE  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_R certified to teach in BB1
   1  YES
   2  NO
1.80  NTJOBS  PRELOAD-FIXED  P_R had teaching job in BB1
1. YES
2. NO

1.81 BANNER AUTO Banner on the top

1.82 BEGDATE CURRENT DATE START DATE OF INTERVIEW
INTERVIEWER: READ THIS
Before I go on, I'd like to remind you that your participation in this study is voluntary, and that all information you provide will be kept confidential. Let's begin.

2.3 GRECNFRM YESNO Taken the GRE

HELP

~IF ^GREFLAG^(1)
    Have you taken the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) since ^OLDDATE^?
~ELSE
    Have you ever taken the regular Graduate Record Exam (GRE)?
~END

1 YES
2 NO

IF GRECNFRM = 2,REF,DK,MISS, GO TO EXAMVR

2.4 GREDATE NUMBER Date took GRE-month

When did you last take the test?
(ENTER MONTH AND YEAR)

Valid Values: 1-12

2.5 GREYEAR NUMBER Year took GRE

Valid Values: 60-99

IF GREYEAR > YYINV OR GREYEAR = YYINV AND GREDATE > MMINV, GO BACK TO GREDATE :
"DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF GREFLAG = 2,MISS AND ((GREYEAR < HSYEAR AND GREYEAR > 0) OR GREYEAR = HSYEAR AND (GREDATE < HSMONTH AND GREDATE > 0), GO BACK TO GREDATE : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION"
IF GREFLAG = 1 AND ((GREYEAR < OLDINVYY AND GREYEAR > 0) OR GREYEAR = OLDINVYY AND (GREDATE < OLDINVMM AND GREDATE > 0), GO BACK TO GREDATE : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER LAST INTERVIEW DATE"
2.6 EXAMVR  YESNO  Other grad entrance exams taken

_HELP_

~IF ^GRDEXMFL^ (1)
  Have you taken any other graduate admissions exams since ^OLDDATE^?
~ELSE
  Have you taken any other graduate admissions exams?
~END

  1  YES
  2  NO

IF EXAMVR = 2,REF,DK,MISS, GO TO STPLIEX

2.7 ADGREMM  NUMBER  Month took advanced GRE

What exams have you taken? (FOR EACH) When did you last take that exam?
(ENTER MONTH AND YEAR)

TEST                                                DATE
----                                                ----
ADVANCED OR SUBJECT AREA GRE
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST (MAT)
DENTAL APTITUDE TEST (DAT)
GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADMISSIONS TEST (GMAT)
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS TEST (LSAT)
MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TEST (MCAT)
VETERINARY MEDICINE APTITUDE TEST (VMAT)
NATIONAL LEAGUE OF NURSING GRADUATE NURSING EXAM

Valid Values: 1-12

2.8 ADGREYY  NUMBER  advanced GRE year

Valid Values: 60-98

IF ADGREYY > YYINV OR ADGREYY = YYINV AND ADGREMM > MMINV, GO BACK TO ADGREMM : "DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF GRDEXMFL = 2,MISS AND ((ADGREYY < HSYEAR AND ADGREYY > 0) OR ADGREYY = HSYEAR AND (ADGREMM < HSMONTH AND ADGREMM > 0), GO BACK TO ADGREMM : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION"
IF GRDEXMFL = 1 AND ((ADGREYY < OLDINVYY AND ADGREYY > 0) OR ADGREYY = OLDINVYY AND (ADGREMM < OLDINVMM AND ADGREMM > 0), GO BACK TO ADGREMM : "DATE SHOULD BE
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AFTER LAST INTERVIEW DATE)*

2.9  MNTHMAT  NUMBER  Date took MAT
Valid Values: 1-12

2.10 YEARMAT  NUMBER  year took MAT
Valid Values: 60-98

2.11 MNTHDAT  NUMBER  Date took DAT
Valid Values: 1-12

2.12 YEARDAT  NUMBER  year took DAT
Valid Values: 60-98

2.13 MNTHGMAT NUMBER  Date took GMAT
Valid Values: 1-12

2.14 YEARGMAT NUMBER  year took GMAT
Valid Values: 60-98

2.15 MNTHLSAT NUMBER  Date took LSAT
Valid Values: 1-12

2.16 YEARLSAT NUMBER  year took LSAT
Valid Values: 60-98

2.17 MNTHMCAT NUMBER  Date took MCAT
Valid Values: 1-12
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2.18  **YEARMCAT**  NUMBER  year took MCAT

Valid Values: 60-98

2.19  **MNTHVT**  NUMBER  Date took VMAT

Valid Values: 1-12

2.20  **YEARVT**  NUMBER  year took VMAT

Valid Values: 60-98

2.21  **MNTHNURS**  NUMBER  Date took nursing exam

Valid Values: 1-12

2.22  **YEARNURS**  NUMBER  year took nurse exam

Valid Values: 60-98

2.23  **STPLIEX**  YESNO  State professional exams taken

 HELP 

~IF ^STEXAMFL^(2)
  Have you taken any state or national professional licensing exams?
~ELSE
  Have you taken any state or national professional licensing exams since ^OLDDATE^?
~END

  1  YES
  2  NO

IF STPLIEX = 2,REF,DK,MISS, GO TO TIMESTM1

2.24  **NTSTATE**  STATE  State took National Teachers Exam

What exams did you take? ...in what state? ... when did you last take that test?  (INTERVIEWER: ENTER STATE CODE, THEN MONTH AND YEAR)
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL TEACHERS EXAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE TEACHERS EXAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA OR OTHER ACCOUNTING EXAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE OR LOCAL REAL ESTATE EXAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE BAR EXAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING EXAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Valid Values: Valid two-letter state codes

2.25 NTEMM NUMBER Date took NTE
Valid Values: 1-12

2.26 NTEYY NUMBER Year took NTE
Valid Values: 60-98

IF NTEYY > YYINV OR NTEYY = YYINV AND NTEMM > MMINV, GO BACK TO NTEMM : “DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE”
IF STEXAMFL = 2,MISS AND ((NTEYY < HSYEAR AND NTEYY > 0) OR NTEYY = HSYEAR AND (NTEMM < HSMONTH AND NTEMM > 0), GO BACK TO NTEMM : “DATE SHOULD BE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION)”
IF STEXAMFL = 1 AND ((NTEYY < OLDINVYY AND NTEYY > 0) OR NTEYY = OLDINVYY AND (NTEMM < OLDDINVMM AND NTEMM > 0), GO BACK TO NTEMM : “DATE SHOULD BE AFTER LAST INTERVIEW DATE)”

2.27 STE01ST STATE State took teaching exam 1
Valid Values: Valid two-letter state codes

2.28 STE01MM NUMBER Date took teaching exam 1
Valid Values: 1-12

2.29 STE01YY NUMBER Year took teaching exam
Valid Values: 60-98
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Valid Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>STE02ST STATE</td>
<td>State took teacher exam 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>STE02MM NUMBER</td>
<td>Date took teaching exam 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>STE02YY NUMBER</td>
<td>Year took teaching exam 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>ACCNTST STATE</td>
<td>State took accounting exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>ACCNTMM NUMBER</td>
<td>Month took accounting exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>ACCNTYY NUMBER</td>
<td>Year took accounting exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>REALTYST STATE</td>
<td>State took real estate exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>REALTYMM NUMBER</td>
<td>Month took real estate exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>REALTYYY NUMBER</td>
<td>Year took real estate exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>BAR01ST STATE</td>
<td>State took bar exam 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Valid Values: Valid two-letter state codes
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2.40   BAR01MM   NUMBER   Month took bar exam 1
Valid Values: 1-12

2.41   BAR01YY   NUMBER   Year took bar exam 1
Valid Values: 60-98

2.42   BAR02ST   STATE    State took bar exam 2
Valid Values: Valid two-letter state codes

2.43   BAR02MM   NUMBER   Month took bar exam 2
Valid Values: 1-12

2.44   BAR02YY   NUMBER   Year took bar exam 2
Valid Values: 60-98

2.45   ENGINST   STATE    State took engineering exam
Valid Values: Valid two-letter state codes

2.46   ENGINMM   NUMBER   Month took engineering exam
Valid Values: 1-12

2.47   ENGINYY   NUMBER   Year took engineering exam
Valid Values: 60-98

2.48   OTHEXAM   STATE    Any other exams taken
Valid Values: Valid two-letter state codes
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2.49  OTHEXMM  NUMBER  Month took other exams
Valid Values: 1-12

2.50  OTHEXYY  NUMBER  Year took other exams
Valid Values: 60-98

2.51  TIMESTM1  TIMESTAMP  Begin time for grad app section

2.52  FSTSCHL  EXCLUDED  Result of previous applications

2.53  SECSCHL  EXCLUDED  Application result loop end

2.54  DIDAPPLY  YESNO  Did apply to grad school
   _HELP_

Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about graduate school applications.
~IF ^GRADAPFL^2
   Have you ever applied to graduate or professional school?
~END
~IF ^GRADAPFL^1+^YAPPLGRD^0
   When we last spoke to you in "OLDDATE", you had not applied to any graduate or professional schools.
   Have you applied since then?
~END
~IF ^GRADAPFL^1+^YAPPLGRD^G0
   When we last spoke to you in "OLDDATE", you had applied to graduate or professional school. Have you applied to any additional schools since then?
~END

1  YES
2  NO

IF DIDAPPLY = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO TIMESTM2

2.55  NUMAPP  NUMBER  Number of grad schl applications
~IF ^GRADAPFL^1
   How many graduate or professional schools have you applied to?
How many graduate or professional schools have you applied to
since receiving your bachelor's degree?
~END

Valid Values: 1-60
Soft Check: 61-100

2.56  ACCEPT   NUMBER  Number of schools accepted

And at how many schools were you accepted?

Valid Values: 0-50
Soft Check: 51-100

IF NUMAPP > 0 AND ACCEPT > NUMAPP, GO BACK TO ACCEPT : "CANNOT BE ACCEPTED TO
MORE SCHOOLS THAN YOU APPLIED TO"

2.57  RCNTAPPM  NUMBER  Month of most recent application

When did you apply last? (What was the date of your
most recent application?)
(ENTER MONTH AND YEAR)

Valid Values: 1-12

2.58  RCNTAPPY  NUMBER  Year of most recent application

Valid Values: 60-98

IF RCNTAPPY > YYINV OR RCNTAPPY = YYINV AND RCNTAPPM > MMINV, GO BACK TO
RCNTAPPM : "DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF GRADAPFL = 2,MISS AND ((RCNTAPPY < HSYEAR AND RCNTAPPY > 0) OR RCNTAPPY =
HSYEAR AND (RCNTAPPM < HSMONTH AND RCNTAPPM > 0), GO BACK TO RCNTAPPM : "DATE
SHOULD BE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION"
IF GRADAPFL = 1 AND YAPPLGRD > 0 AND ((RCNTAPPY < YAPPLGRD AND RCNTAPPY > 0) OR
RCNTAPPY = YAPPLGRD AND (RCNTAPPM < MAPPLGRD AND RCNTAPPM > 0), GO BACK TO
RCNTAPPM : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER THE FIRST APPLICATION"
IF GRADAPFL = 1 AND YAPPLGRD = 0 AND ((RCNTAPPY < OLDINVYY AND RCNTAPPY > 0) OR
RCNTAPPY = OLDINVYY AND (RCNTAPPM < OLDINVMM AND RCNTAPPM > 0), GO BACK TO
RCNTAPPM : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER LAST INTERVIEW DATE"
2.59 SEP EXCLUDED SEPERATOR

IF GRADAPFL = 1 OR NUMAPP = 1, GO TO AIDAPP

2.60 WHENAPP UNCODED Date applied to graduate school

When did you _first_ apply to graduate or professional school?
(ENTER MONTH AND YEAR)

^E12/^E13

IF (YAPPLGRD > RCNTAPPY AND RCNTAPPY > 0) OR (YAPPLGRD = RCNTAPPY AND MAPPLGRD >
RCNTAPPM AND RCNTAPPM > 0), GO BACK TO WHENAPP : "DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE THE
MOST RECENT APPLICATION"
IF (YAPPLGRD < HSYEAR AND YAPPLGRD > 0) OR YAPPLGRD = HSYEAR AND (MAPPLGRD <
HSMONTH AND MAPPLGRD > 0, GO BACK TO WHENAPP : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER HIGH
SCHOOL GRADUATION")

2.61 AIDAPP YESNO Applied for financial aid at grad schl

_HELP_

~IF ^NUMAPP^(1)
  Did you apply for financial aid at this school?
~ELSE
  Did you apply for financial aid at any of these schools?
~END

1 YES
2 NO

IF AIDAPP = 1, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO GSPROG

2.62 WHNAID MULTIPLE Reasons did not apply for aid

Why didn't you apply for financial aid?
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ LIST. SELECT RESPONSE CATEGORY
AND READ ALOUD TO RESPONDENT TO CONFIRM. CODE ALL THAT APPLY)
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1  FAMILY OR STUDENT COULD AFFORD TO PAY
2  NOT WILLING TO GO INTO DEBT
3  EMPLOYER-PROVIDED TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
4  FAMILY INCOME TOO HIGH
5  GRADES/TEST SCORES TOO LOW TO QUALIFY
6  TOO HARD TO APPLY FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
7  DID NOT WISH TO DISCLOSE FINANCIAL SITUATION
8  INELIGIBLE SINCE PART-TIME STUDENT
9  NO AID AVAILABLE
10  MISSED DEADLINE
11  OTHER

2.63  GSPROG  MULTIPLE  Type of degree applied for

_HELP_

What kinds of degree programs did you apply to?
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
2  BACHELOR'S DEGREE
3  POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
4  MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A., M.S)
5  MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6  POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7  FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D., J.D., D.D.S, O.D.)
8  DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D., Ed.D., D.P.H.)
9  OTHER CERTIFICATE/LICENSE
10  NON-DEGREE PROGRAM
11  DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM (J.D./M.B.A., M.D./Ph.D.)

2.64  TIMESTM2  TIMESTAMP  End of grad apps/begin post-BA ed

2.65  PBACHED  YESNO  Taken post-BA courses

_HELP_

~IF ^PBACFLAG^(K4)
   Now I'd like to ask about the courses you've taken after receiving your bachelor's degree.
~ELSE
   Now I'd like to ask about courses you've taken since we last talked to you.
~END

Have you taken any courses, for credit, offered by a college, university, technical, or vocational school, since ^OLDDATE^?

1  YES
2  NO
IF PBACHED = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO HIGHDEG

2.66  NPBASCHL  NUMBER  Number of post BA schools attended

   How many different schools did you attend (since OLDDATE)?

   Valid Values: 1-10
   Soft Check: 11-30

REPEAT PBALOOPS THRU PBALOOPE FOR EACH CATEGORY IN PBALOOPS.

2.67  PBALOOPS  LOOPBEG-FIXED  Post BA School Attend Loop Begin

   1    first
   2    second
   3    third
   4    fourth
   5    fifth
   6    sixth

IF, LOOP VALUE: 1/^[NPBASCHL]

2.68  IPEDCAL3  FIXED  IPEDS Coding Call -Post BA Attended

~IF ^NPBASCHL^[1)
   What is the name and location of that school?
~ELSE
   What is the name and location of the ^PBALOOPS^ school you attended?
~END
   (INTERVIEWER: RECORD SCHOOL NAME, CITY AND STATE)

   1   PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

   IF IPEDCAL3 = REF, THEN SET PBIPED TO Ń
   IF IPEDCAL3 = DK, THEN SET PBIPED TO O

2.69  PBIPED  EXTERNAL  IPEDS code for post-bac schl
Command Line: IPEDSB <,>

2.70  PBTYPE  EXTERNAL  Type of post-bac schl

Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 2

2.71  PBISTU  EXTERNAL  In-state tuition for post-bac schl

Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 3

2.72  PBOSTU  EXTERNAL  Out-of-state tuition for postBA schl

Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 4

2.73  PBSTAT  EXTERNAL  State of post-bac school

Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 5

2.74  PBCITY  EXTERNAL  City of post-bac school

Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 6

IF IPEDCAL3 = REF,DK, THEN SET PBNAME TO the school

2.75  PBNAME  EXTERNAL  Name of post-bac schl

Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 7

2.76  TMSTM3  TIMESTAMP  Begin time for enrollment dates

2.77  STRTM1  NUMBER  Start month of first spell

HELP_
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When were you enrolled at ^PBNAME^?
Tell me the start and end dates for each enrollment period
since ^OLDDATE^, and whether you were enrolled full time, half time,
or less than half time. (ENTER 97/97 FOR END DATE IF STILL ENROLLED)

What was your first period of enrollment?
Start Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-120

2.78 STRTY1 NUMBER Start year of first spell
Entry Mask: NN

IF ((STRTM1 = 0 AND STRTM1 <> REF AND STRTY1 > 0,REF,DK) OR (STRTM1 > 0,REF,DK AND (STRTY1 = 0 AND STRTY1 <> REF AND STRTY1 <> DK), GO BACK TO STRTM1 :
"PLEASE ENTER A VALUE, [F7], OR [F8] FOR BOTH MONTH AND YEAR")
IF STRTY1 > YYINV OR (STRTM1 > MMINV AND STRTY1 = YYINV), GO BACK TO STRTM1 : "DATE CANNOT BE LATER THAN TODAY"

2.79 ENDMO1 NUMBER End month of first spell

End Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 970-99

2.80 ENDYR1 NUMBER End year of first spell

Entry Mask: NN

IF (ENDMO1 = 0 AND ENDMO1 <> REF AND ENDMO1 <> DK) AND ENDYR1 > 0,REF,DK) OR (ENDMO1 > 0,REF,DK AND (ENDYR1 = 0 AND ENDYR1 <> REF AND ENDYR1 <> DK), GO BACK TO ENDMO1 :
"PLEASE ENTER A VALUE, [F7], OR [F8] FOR BOTH MONTH AND YEAR")
IF ENDMO1 = 97 AND ENDYR1 <> 97, GO BACK TO ENDMO1 : "ENTER 97 FOR BOTH MONTH AND YEAR IF CURRENTLY ENROLLED"
IF ENDYR1 > YYINV OR (ENDMO1 > MMINV AND ENDMO1 <> 97) AND ENDYR1 = YYINV), GO BACK TO ENDMO1 : "DATE CANNOT BE LATER THAN TODAY"
IF (ENDYR1 > 0 AND ENDYR1 < STRTY1) OR ((ENDMO1 > 0 AND ENDMO1 < STRTM1) AND ENDYR1 = STRTY1), GO BACK TO STRTM1 : "END DATE CANNOT BE BEFORE START DATE"
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2.81 ESTAT1 FIXED Status of enrollment

Status:
1 Full Time
2 Half Time
3 Less than Half

IF STRTM2 > 0,REF,DK AND (STRTM1 = "" OR ENDMO1 = ""), GO BACK TO STRTM1 : "YOU MUST ENTER START AND END DATES AS WELL AS STATUS!162(G0,K2,K3))IF R WAS ENRO"

2.82 STRTM2 NUMBER Start month of second spell

Was there another period of enrollment?
Start Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-120

2.83 STRTY2 NUMBER Start year of second spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.84 ENDMO2 NUMBER End month of second spell

End Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 970-99

2.85 ENDYR2 NUMBER End year of second spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.86 ESTAT2 FIXED Status of enrollment

Status:
1 Full Time
2 Half Time
3 Less than Half
2.87  **STRTM3**  NUMBER  
Start month of third spell

Was there another period of enrollment?
Start Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-120

2.88  **STRTY3**  NUMBER  
Start year of third spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.89  **ENDMO3**  NUMBER  
End month of third spell

End Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 970-99

2.90  **ENDYR3**  NUMBER  
End year of third spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.91  **ESTAT3**  FIXED  
Status of enrollment

Status:

1  Full Time
2  Half Time
3  Less than Half

2.92  **STRTM4**  NUMBER  
Start month of first spell

Was there another period of enrollment?
Start Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-120

2.93  **STRTY4**  NUMBER  
Start year of fourth spell

Entry Mask: NN
2.94 \(\text{ENDMO4} \text{ NUMBER} \) End month of fourth spell

End Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 970-99

2.95 \(\text{ENDYR4} \text{ NUMBER} \) End year of fourth spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.96 \(\text{ESTAT4} \text{ FIXED} \) Status of enrollment

Status:

1 Full Time
2 Half Time
3 Less than Half

2.97 \(\text{STRTM5} \text{ NUMBER} \) Start month of fifth spell

What other dates were you enrolled at \(^{\text{PBNAME}}^\)? (ENTER 97/97 FOR END DATE IF CURRENTLY ENROLLED)

Start Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-120

2.98 \(\text{STRTY5} \text{ NUMBER} \) Start year of fifth spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.99 \(\text{ENDMO5} \text{ NUMBER} \) End month of fifth spell

End Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 970-99
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2.100  ENDYR5  NUMBER  End year of fifth spell
Entry Mask: NN

2.101  ESTAT5  FIXED  Status of enrollment

   Status:
   1  Full Time
   2  Half Time
   3  Less than Half

2.102  STRTM6  NUMBER  Start month of sixth spell

   Was there another period of enrollment?
   Start Date:
Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-120

2.103  STRTY6  NUMBER  Start year of sixth spell
Entry Mask: NN

2.104  ENDMO6  NUMBER  End month of sixth spell

   End Date:
Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 970-99

2.105  ENDYR6  NUMBER  End year of sixth spell
Entry Mask: NN

2.106  ESTAT6  FIXED  Status of enrollment

   Status:
   1  Full Time
   2  Half Time
   3  Less than Half
2.107  STRTM7  NUMBER  Start month of seventh spell

Was there another period of enrollment?
Start Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-120

2.108  STRTY7  NUMBER  Start year of seventh spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.109  ENDMO7  NUMBER  End month of seventh spell

End Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 970-99

2.110  ENDYR7  NUMBER  End year of seventh spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.111  ESTAT7  FIXED  Status of enrollment

Status:

1  Full Time
2  Half Time
3  Less than Half

2.112  STRTM8  NUMBER  Start month of eighth spell

Was there another period of enrollment?
Start Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-120

2.113  STRTY8  NUMBER  Start year of eighth spell
Entry Mask: NN

2.114  ENDMO8  NUMBER  End month of eighth spell

End Date:

Entry Mask: Nn
Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 970-99

2.115  ENDYR8  NUMBER  End year of eighth spell

Entry Mask: NN

2.116  ESTAT8  FIXED  Status of enrollment

Status:

1  Full Time
2  Half Time
3  Less than Half

REPEAT Y_COL THRU LUPE2 FOR EACH CATEGORY IN Y_COL.

2.117  Y_COL  LOOPBEG-FIXED  Year stepthru for enrollment cells

92  1992
93  1993
94  1994
95  1995
96  1996
97  1997

IF OLDINVYY < 94, LOOP VALUE: 92/93
IF , LOOP VALUE: 94/97

IF ((Y_COL = '<160/195/5((G0 AND Y_COL < Y_COL) AND ((Y_COL = '<162/197/5((G0 AND Y_COL >
Y_COL, THEN SET M_ROW TO ^'<163/198/5()
IF ((Y_COL = '<160/195/5((G0 AND Y_COL = EY_COL) AND ((Y_COL = '<159/194/5((G0 AND Y_COL <=
M_ROW) AND ((Y_COL = '<162/197/5((G0 AND Y_COL > Y_COL, THEN SET M_ROW TO ^'<163/198/5()
IF ((Y_COL = '<160/195/5((G0 AND Y_COL = EY_COL) AND ((Y_COL = '<162/197/5((G0 AND Y_COL = EY_COL) AND ((Y_COL = '<161/196/5((G0 AND Y_COL = EY_COL) AND ((Y_COL = '<163/198/5(1))
IF ((Y_COL = '<160/195/5((G0 AND Y_COL < Y_COL) AND ((Y_COL = '<162/197/5((G0 AND Y_COL = EY_COL) AND ((Y_COL = '<161/196/5((G0 AND Y_COL = EY_COL) AND ((Y_COL = '<163/198/5(1))
IF (Y_COL = '<160/195/5((Y_COL AND (Y_COL = '<159/194/5((M_ROW, THEN SET M_ROW TO ^'<163/198/5()
IF (Y_COL = '<162/197/5((Y_COL AND (Y_COL = '<161/196/5((M_ROW, THEN SET M_ROW TO ^'<163/198/5()
IF (Y_COL = '<162/197/5((97 AND Y_COL = 97 AND (Y_COL = '<161/196/5((97 AND M_ROW = MMINV, THEN SET M_ROW TO ^'<163/198/5()

REPEAT M_ROW THRU LUPE1 FOR EACH CATEGORY IN M_ROW.

2.118 M_ROW LOOPBEG-FIXED Month stepthru for enrollment cells

1 JAN
2 FEB
3 MAR
4 APR
5 MAY
6 JUN
7 JUL
8 AUG
9 SEP
10 OCT
11 NOV
12 DEC

IF Y_COL <> 97, LOOP VALUE: 1/12
IF Y_COL = 97, LOOP VALUE: 1/MMINV^.

IF HSMONTH = ASKED, THEN SET E_CEL TO 4

2.119 E_CEL FIXED Enrollment status cells

0
1 Full Time
2 Half Time
3 Less than Half
4 Not Attending
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2.120  LUPE1  LOOPEND

2.121  LUPE2  LOOPEND

IF (HSMONTH = '<161/196/5((97 AND (HSMONTH = '<162/197/5((97 AND PBALOOPS = PBALOOPS, THEN SET CURENR TO 1
IF HSMONTH = ASKED, THEN SET CURENR TO 0

2.122  CURENR  CALCULATION  R currently enrolled flag

Calculation:

2.123  LENRMO  CALCULATION  Last month enrolled

Calculation:

1  JAN
2  FEB
3  MAR
4  APR
5  MAY
6  JUN
7  JUL
8  AUG
9  SEP
10  OCT
11  NOV
12  DEC

IF CURENR = 1, THEN SET LENRYR TO 97

2.124  LENRYR  CALCULATION  Last year enrolled

Calculation:

92  1992
93  1993
94  1994
95  1995
96  1996
97  1997
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2.125  TMSTM4  TIMESTAMP  End time for enrollment dates

2.126  BEGDATE1  CALCULATION  DATE TEXT FILL FOR TUITION QUESTION
Calculation:

2.127  ENDDATE  CALCULATION  DATE TEXT FILL FOR TUITION QUESTION
Calculation:

2.128  DEGRCVD  YESNO  Awarded degree for post-BA
Did you receive a degree from ^PBNAME^?

1  YES
2  NO

IF DEGRCVD = 2,REF,DK AND CURENR = 1, GO TO FDEGRCV

2.129  PBPROG  FIXED  Type of degree program at post-bac schl

_HELP_

~IF ^DEGRCVD^ (1)
  What type of degree did you receive at
  ^PBNAME^?
~ELSE
  What type of degree program were you enrolled in at
  ^PBNAME^?
~END

1  ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
2  BACHELOR'S DEGREE
3  POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
4  MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A., M.S.)
5  MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6  POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7  FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D., J.D., D.D.S., O.D.)
8  DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D., Ed.D., D.P.H.)
9  OTHER CERTIFICATE/LICENSE
10  NONDEGREE PROGRAM
11  DUAL DEGREE (J.D./M.B.A., M.D./Ph.D.)
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IF DEGRCVD <> 1, SHOW VALUE: 1/11  
IF DEGRCVD = 1, SHOW VALUE: 1/9,11

IF PBPROG = 1/8, GO TO MAJCOD4  
IF PBPROG = 11, GO TO PPRG01

2.130  PBLEVL  FIXED  Level of courses at post-BA schl

What level were the courses you were taking at ^PBNAME^?

1  Graduate
2  Undergraduate
3  Combined Graduate/Undergraduate
4  Other

IF PBPROG = 10, REF, DK, GO TO PBDEGRMM  
IF PBPROG = 9, GO TO MAJCOD4

2.131  PPRG01  FIXED  First prog type at post-bac schl

~IF ^DEGRCVD^(1)
   What was the first degree you received in the dual degree
   from ^PBNAME^?
~ELSE
   What was the first type of program you were enrolled in
   at ^PBNAME^?
~END

1  ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
2  BACHELOR'S DEGREE
3  POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
4  MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A., M.S.)
5  MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6  POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7  FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D., J.D., D.D.S., O.D.)
8  DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D., Ed.D., D.P.H.)
9  OTHER CERTIFICATE/LICENSE

2.132  MAJCOD2  FIXED  Major Coding Call2-POST BA (DUAL PROG)
What was your major field of study in this program?

(INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CODE MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY ON THE NEXT SCREEN)

1. PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

```
IF MAJCOD2 = REF, THEN SET PMAJ01 TO Ñ
IF MAJCOD2 = DK, THEN SET PMAJ01 TO O
```

2.133 PMAJ01 EXTERNAL Code for 1rst major in dual prog at schl
Command Line: MAJORB <,>

2.134 PMJR01 EXTERNAL Text-first major at post-bac schl
Command Line: MAJORB <,>
Entry Mask: 2

2.135 PPRG02 FIXED Second prog type at post-bacc schl

~IF ^DEGRCVD^(1)
   What was the second degree you received in your dual degree from ^PBNAME^?
~ELSE
   What was the second type of program you were enrolled in at ^PBNAME^?
~END

1. ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
2. BACHELOR'S DEGREE
3. POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
4. MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A., M.S.)
5. MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6. POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7. FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D., J.D., D.D.S., O.D.)
8. DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D., Ed.D., D.P.H.)
9. OTHER CERTIFICATE/LICENSE

2.136 MAJCOD3 FIXED Major Coding Call3-POST BA (DUAL PROG)

What was your major field of study in this program?
(INTERVIEWER PLEASE CODE MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY ON THE NEXT SCREEN)
1  PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

IF MAJCOD3 = REF, THEN SET PMAJ02 TO Ñ
IF MAJCOD3 = DK, THEN SET PMAJ02 TO O

2.137  PMAJ02  EXTERNAL  Second major code at post-BA schl
Command Line: MAJORB <,>

2.138  PMJR02  EXTERNAL  Text-second major at post-BA schl
Command Line: MAJORB <,>
Entry Mask: 2

IF PBPROG = 11, GO TO PBDEGRMM

2.139  MAJCOD4  FIXED  Major Coding Call4 - Post BA

_HELP_

~IF ^DEGRCVD^(1)
  What was your degree major (field of study)?
~ELSE
  What was your major field of study at ^PBNAME^?
~END
(Interviewer please code major field of study on the next screen)

1  PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

IF MAJCOD4 = REF, THEN SET PBMAJR TO Ñ
IF MAJCOD4 = DK, THEN SET PBMAJR TO O

2.140  PBMAJR  EXTERNAL  Major field code at post-BA schl
Command Line: MAJORB <,>

2.141  PBMJR  EXTERNAL  Text-major field at post-BA schl
**Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup**
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Command Line: MAJORB <,>
Entry Mask: 2

**IF DEGRCVD = 2, REF, DK, GO TO TMSTM5**

### 2.142 PBDEGRMM NUMBER

Month received degree at post-BA schl

When were you awarded the ^PBPROG^ by ^PBNAME^?

(If respondent received one degree in dual degree program, enter date of degree received)

Valid Values: 1-12

### 2.143 PBDEGRYY NUMBER

Year received degree from post-BA schl

Valid Values: 91-97

**IF PBDEGRYY > YYINV OR PBDEGRYY = YYINV AND PBDEGRMM > MMINV, GO BACK TO PBDEGRMM : "DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"

**IF (PBDEGRYY < YBARECVD AND PBDEGRYY > 0) OR PBDEGRYY = YBARECVD AND (PBDEGRMM < MBARECVD AND PBDEGRMM > 0, GO BACK TO PBDEGRMM : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER DATE RECEIVED BA)"

**IF DEGRCVD = 1 AND (PBPROG = 2/8 AND PBPROG > FDEGRCV, THEN SET FDEGRCV TO ^PBPROG^)

**IF DEGRCVD = 1 AND PPRG01 = 2/8 AND PPRG02 = 2/8 AND (PPRG01 >= PPRG02 AND PPRG01 > FDEGRCV, THEN SET FDEGRCV TO ^PPRG01^)

**IF DEGRCVD = 1 AND PPRG01 = 2/8 AND PPRG02 = 2/8 AND (PPRG02 > PPRG01 AND PPRG02 > FDEGRCV, THEN SET FDEGRCV TO ^PPRG02^)

**IF DEGRCVD = 1 AND (PPRG01 = 2/8 AND PPRG01 > FDEGRCV, THEN SET FDEGRCV TO ^PPRG01^)

**IF DEGRCVD = 1 AND (PPRG02 = 2/8 AND PPRG02 > FDEGRCV, THEN SET FDEGRCV TO ^PPRG02^)

**IF PBALOOPS > 1, THEN SET FDEGRCV TO ^FDEGRCV^**

### 2.144 FDEGRCV CALCULATION

Highest degree received ACROSS ALL ITERA

**Calculation:**

2 BACHELOR'S DEGREE

3 POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE

4 MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A., M.S.)
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5 MASTERS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6 POST-MASTERS CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7 FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D.,J.D.,D.D.S.,O.D.)
8 DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D.,Ed.D.,D.P.H.)

2.145 TENSE TEXT-FILL TEXT FILL

1 are
2 were
3 is
4 was
5 do
6 does
7 did
8 have
9 has
10 had
11 ^PBPROG^
12 is
13 was
14 Do
15 Did
16 prefer
17 have preferred

IF CURENR = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 1,3,5,6,8,9
IF CURENR <> 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 2,4,7,10
IF PBPROG > 0, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 11
IF TJOBENDM = 97, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 12,14,16
IF TJOBENDM <> 97, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 13,15,17

2.146 DEGDIF CALCULATION LENRMO minus PBDEGRMM

Calculation: ^LENRMO^-PBDEGRMM

2.147 TMSTM5 TIMESTAMP Start time for current enrollment sect

IF CURENR = 1 OR ((PBDEGRYY > 0 AND PBDEGRYY < LENRYY) OR (PBDEGRYY = LENRYY AND DEGDIF > 1)), GO TO PBCURP, ELSE GO TO PBSTATUS

2.148 PBCURP FIXED Program type currently enrolled

~IF ^CURENR^(1)
What type of program are you _currently_ enrolled in at ^PBNAME^?
~ELSE ^PBDEGRYY^(G0+LQ204).^(223(Q204)+^DEGDIF^(G1))
What type of program were you enrolled in at ^PBNAME^ after you received your ^TENSE^(11)?
~END

1    ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
2    BACHELOR'S DEGREE
3    POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
4    MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A.,M.S.)
5    MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6    POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7    FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D.,J.D.,D.D.S.,O.D.)
8    DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D.,Ed.D.,D.P.H.)
9    OTHER CERTIFICATE/LICENSE
10   NONDEGREE PROGRAM
11   DUAL DEGREE (J.D./M.B.A., M.D./Ph.D.)

IF PBCURP = 1/8, GO TO MAJCOD41
IF PBCURP = 11, GO TO PCPG01

2.149 PBCRLV FIXED Current level of courses

What level ^TENSE^(1/2) the courses you ^TENSE^(1/2) taking at ^PBNAME^?

1    Graduate
2    Undergraduate
3    Combined Graduate/Undergraduate
4    Other

IF PBCURP = 10,REF,DK, GO TO PBSTATUS
IF PBCURP = 9, GO TO MAJCOD41

2.150 PCPG01 FIXED Current first prog type

What ^TENSE^(3/4) the first type of program you ^TENSE^(1/2) enrolled in at ^PBNAME^?

1    ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
2    BACHELOR'S DEGREE
3    POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
4    MASTER'S DEGREE (M.S.,M.A.)
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
EDUCATION

5 MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6 POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7 FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D.,J.D.,D.D.S.,O.D.)
8 DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D.,Ed.D.,D.P.H.)
9 OTHER CERTIFICATE/LICENSE

2.151 MAJCOD21 FIXED Major Coding Call2-POST BA (DUAL PROG)

_HELP_

What is the major field of study in this program?
(INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CODE MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY ON THE NEXT SCREEN)

1 ^PMJR01^
2 ^PMJR02^
3 ^PBMJR^
4 Something else (CODE ON THE NEXT SCREEN)
5 CODE ON THE NEXT SCREEN

IF (PMJR01 = ASKED AND PMJR01 <> REF AND PMJR01 <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 1
IF (PMJR02 = ASKED AND PMJR02 <> REF AND PMJR02 <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 2
IF (PBMJR = ASKED AND PBMJR <> REF AND PBMJR <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 3
IF DEGRCVD = 1, SHOW VALUE: 4
IF DEGRCVD = 2, REF, DK, SHOW VALUE: 5

IF MAJCOD21 = REF, THEN SET PCMJ01 TO Ñ
IF MAJCOD21 = DK, THEN SET PCMJ01 TO O
IF MAJCOD21 = 1, THEN SET PCMJ01 TO ^PMAJ01^
IF MAJCOD21 = 2, THEN SET PCMJ01 TO ^PMAJ02^
IF MAJCOD21 = 3, THEN SET PCMJ01 TO ^PBMAJR^

2.152 PCMJ01 EXTERNAL Current 1st major code at post-BA schl

Command Line: MAJORB <,>

IF MAJCOD21 = 1, THEN SET PCMR01 TO ^PMJR01^
IF MAJCOD21 = 2, THEN SET PCMR01 TO ^PMJR02^
IF MAJCOD21 = 3, THEN SET PCMR01 TO ^PBMJR^

2.153 PCMR01 EXTERNAL Current 1st major text at post-BA schl
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
EDUCATION

Command Line: MAJORB <,>
Entry Mask: 2

2.154  PCPG02  FIXED  Current second prog type at schl

What ^TENSE^(3/4) the second type of program you ^TENSE^(1/2) enrolled in at ^PBNAME^?

1 ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
2 BACHELOR'S DEGREE
3 POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
4 MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A.,M.S.)
5 MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6 POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7 FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D.,J.D.,D.D.S.,O.D.)
8 DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D.,Ed.D.,D.P.H.)
9 OTHER CERTIFICATE/LICENSE

2.155  MAJCOD31  FIXED  Major Coding Call3-POST BA (DUAL PROG)

HELP

What ^TENSE^(3/4) your major field of study in this program?
(INTerviewer Please code major field of study on the next screen)

1 ^PMJR01^
2 ^PMJR02^,
3 ^PBMJR^,
4 Something else (Code on the next screen)
5 Code on the next screen

IF (PMJR01 = ASKED AND PMJR01 <> REF AND PMJR01 <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 1
IF (PMJR02 = ASKED AND PMJR02 <> REF AND PMJR02 <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 2
IF (PBMJR = ASKED AND PBMJR <> REF AND PBMJR <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 3
IF DEGRCVD = 1, SHOW VALUE: 4
IF DEGRCVD = 2, REF, DK, SHOW VALUE: 5

IF MAJC0D31 = REF, THEN SET PCMJ02 TO Ñ
IF MAJC0D31 = DK, THEN SET PCMJ02 TO O
IF MAJC0D31 = 1, THEN SET PCMJ02 TO ^PMAJ01^,
IF MAJC0D31 = 2, THEN SET PCMJ02 TO ^PMAJ02^,
IF MAJC0D31 = 3, THEN SET PCMJ02 TO ^PBMAJR^,

2.156  PCMJ02  EXTERNAL  Current 2nd major code at post-BA schl
IF MAJCOD31 = 2, THEN SET PCMR02 TO ^PMJR02^  
IF MAJCOD31 = 3, THEN SET PCMR02 TO ^PBMJR^  

2.157  PCMR02  EXTERNAL  Current 2nd major text at post-BA schl

Command Line: MAJOR <,>
Entry Mask: 2

IF PBCURP = 11, GO TO PBSTATUS

2.158  MAJCOD41  FIXED  Major Coding Call4 - Post BA
What ^TENSE^(3/4) your major field of study at ^PBNAME^?
(INTERVIEWER PLEASE CODE MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY ON THE NEXT SCREEN)
  1  ^PMJR01^  
  2  ^PMJR02^  
  3  ^PBMJR^  
  4  Something else (CODE ON THE NEXT SCREEN)  
  5  CODE ON THE NEXT SCREEN

IF (PMJR01 = ASKED AND PMJR01 <> REF AND PMJR01 <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 1  
IF (PMJR02 = ASKED AND PMJR02 <> REF AND PMJR02 <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 2  
IF (PBMJR = ASKED AND PBMJR <> REF AND PBMJR <> DK), SHOW VALUE: 3  
IF DEGRCVD = 1, SHOW VALUE: 4  
IF DEGRCVD = 2,REF,DK, SHOW VALUE: 5

IF MAJCOD41 = REF, THEN SET PBCRMC TO Ñ  
IF MAJCOD41 = DK, THEN SET PBCRMC TO O  
IF MAJCOD41 = 1, THEN SET PBCRMC TO ^PMAJ01^  
IF MAJCOD41 = 2, THEN SET PBCRMC TO ^PMAJ02^  
IF MAJCOD41 = 3, THEN SET PBCRMC TO ^PBMAJR^  

2.159  PBCRMC  EXTERNAL  Current major code at post-BA schl

Command Line: MAJOR <,>
IF MAJCOD41 = 2, THEN SET PBCRMJ TO ^PMJR02^  
IF MAJCOD41 = 3, THEN SET PBCRMJ TO ^PBMJR^  

2.160  PBCRMJ  EXTERNAL  Current major text at post-BA schl  

Command Line: MAJORB <,>  
Entry Mask: 2  

IF (DEGRCVD = 1 AND (PBCURP = 7 OR PCPG01 = 7 OR PCPG02 = 7)) OR (DEGRCVD = 2,REF,DK AND (PBCURP = 7 OR PCPG01 = 7 OR PCPG01 = PCPG02(7 OR PCPG01 = PBPROG(7 OR PCPG01 = PPRG01(7 OR PCPG01 = PPRG02(7)), GO TO PBSTATUS, ELSE GO TO PBCOURSE  

2.161  PBSTATUS  FIXED  Current program status-first prof  

~IF ^CURENR^(1)  
  What year of your professional program are you in?  
~ELSE  
  What year of your professional program were you in when you stopped  
  attending ^PBNAME^?  
~END  
  1  First year  
  2  Second year  
  3  Third year  
  4  Fourth year  
  5  Above fourth year  

IF (DEGRCVD = 1 AND (PBCURP = 4,5,6,8 OR PCPG01 = 4,5,6,8 OR PCPG02 = 4,5,6,8)) OR (DEGRCVD = 2,REF,DK AND (DEGRCVD = (228(4,5,6,8 OR DEGRCVD = PCPG01(4,5,6,8 OR DEGRCVD = PCPG02(4,5,6,8 OR DEGRCVD = PBPROG(4,5,6,8 OR DEGRCVD = PPRG01(4,5,6,8,  

2.162  PBCOURSE  FIXED  Grad program status-courses  

~IF ^CURENR^(1)  
  How far along are you in your graduate program?  
~ELSE  
  How far along were you in your graduate program when you last  
  attended ^PBNAME^?  
~END  

Courses
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
EDUCATION

1. Haven't started
2. Working on
3. Completed
4. Not required

2.163  PBEXAM  FIXED  Grad program status-exams

Qualifying or preliminary exams

1. Haven't started
2. Working on
3. Completed
4. Not required

2.164  PBTHESIS  FIXED  Grad program status-final thesis

Final project, thesis, or dissertation

1. Haven't started
2. Working on
3. Completed
4. Not required

IF PBCURP = 4/8 OR PCPG01 = 4/8 OR PCPG02 = 4/8, GO TO PBCOMPMM, ELSE GO TO GRAENR

2.165  PBCOMPMM  NUMBER  Planned completion date-month

When do you expect to receive your ^PBCUR^P?
(ENTER MONTH AND YEAR)

Valid Values: 1-12

IF PBPROG = 4/8 OR PPRG01 = 4/8 OR PPRG02 = 4/8 OR PBCURP = 4/8 OR PCPG01 = 4/8 OR PCPG02 = 4/8, THEN SET PBCOMPYY TO 1

2.166  PBCOMPYY  NUMBER  Planned completion date-year

Valid Values: 1997-2020
2.167 GRAENR CALCULATION Graduate enrollment flag

Calculation: GRAENR

IF CURENR = 1 AND ((PBCURP <> 4 AND PBCURP <> 5 AND PBCURP <> 6 AND PBCURP <> 7 AND PBCURP <> 8) AND (PCPG01 <> 4 AND PCPG01 <> 5 AND PCPG01 <> 6 AND PCPG01 <> 7 AND PCPG01 <> 8) AND (PCPG02 <> 4 AND PCPG02 <> 5 AND PCPG02 <> 6 AND PCPG02 <> 7 AND PCPG02 <> 8) AND (PPRG01 <> 4 AND PPRG01 <> 5 AND PPRG01 <> 6 AND PPRG01 <> 7 AND PPRG01 <> 8) AND (PPRG02 <> 4 AND PPRG02 <> 5 AND PPRG02 <> 6 AND PPRG02 <> 7 AND PPRG02 <> 8) AND (PPRG02 <> 4 AND PPRG02 <> 5 AND PPRG02 <> 6 AND PPRG02 <> 7 AND PPRG02 <

2.168 PBRESI FIXED Residence while in post-BA school

_HELP_

While enrolled at ^PBNAME^ ^TENSE^ you live primarily:

1 In school-owned housing
2 Off campus in a private apartment or house
3 With parents or guardians
4 With relatives other than parents, guardians, spouse, or children
5 or in some other situation

2.169 PBAID YESNO Aid received at post-BA school

_HELP_

Now think about your enrollment at ^PBNAME^ from ^BEGDATE1^ to ^ENDDATE^. During this period, ^TENSE^ you receive any financial assistance, other than family assistance? (INCLUDE STIPENDS, TUITION WAIVERS, AND SCHOLARSHIPS)

1 YES
2 NO

IF PBAID = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO PWHY

2.170 PAID MULTIPLE Type of aid received for post-baccalaure

_HELP_
What types of non-family assistance \(^{\text{TENSE}(5.7)}\) you receive while enrolled at \(^{\text{PBNAME}}\)?

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1. FREE OR REDUCED TUITION
2. SCHOLARSHIP, FELLOWSHIP, OR GRANT
3. TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIPS
4. RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS
5. LOANS
6. EMPLOYEE EDUCATION BENEFITS
7. WORK STUDY
8. OTHER

**2.171** PAIDAM  NUMBER  
Amount of aid received from school

HELP

How much (financial assistance) \(^{\text{TENSE}(5.7)}\) you receive while attending \(^{\text{PBNAME}}\) during this period (from \(^{\text{BEGDATE1}}\) to \(^{\text{ENDDATE}}\))? 

Entry Mask: !~U$__,___~!

Valid Values: 1-40000

Soft Check: 40001-99999

**2.172** PWHY  MULTIPLE  
Reasons for selecting grad school

Why did you select \(^{\text{PBNAME}}\) for graduate or professional study? (CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1. CAN FINISH PROGRAM IN SHORT PERIOD OF TIME
2. OBTAINED FINANCIAL AID NEEDED
3. TUITION AND DIRECT EXPENSES WERE LESS
4. OTHER LIVING COSTS WERE LESS
5. A PARTICULAR PROFESSOR TEACHES THERE
6. FRIENDS/FAMILY ATTEND(ED)/RECOMMEND(ED) THIS SCHOOL
7. I ATTENDED THE SCHOOL AS AN UNDERGRAD
8. CAN WORK WHILE ATTENDING
9. CAN LIVE AT HOME WHILE ATTENDING
10. SCHOOL IS LOCATED WHERE I WANT TO SETTLE
11. SCHOOL IS CLOSE TO HOME OR WORK
12. I LIKE THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITY
13. SCHOOL/FACULTY HAS A GOOD REPUTATION
14. OFFERED THE COURSE OF STUDY I WANTED
15. THEY ACCEPTED ME
16. OTHER

**2.173** PBADED  FIXED  
Reason attended post-BA school
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
EDUCATION

Did you enroll at ^PNAME^ because you needed additional education...

1 to begin a new career
2 to continue or advance in your current field
3 personal interest
4 or did you enroll for other reasons

2.174 PBTIME FIXED Time of day R attends post-bac schl

When ^TEN^(5.7) you usually attend classes at ^PNAME^? (IF RESPONDENT IS UNSURE, ASK ABOUT ATTENDANCE FOR THE MAJORITY OF TIME ENROLLED)

1 Weekdays
2 Weeknights
3 Weekends

2.175 PBALOOP LOOPEND

2.176 HIGHDEG FIXED Highest degree expected

_HELP_

Now, thinking about the future, what is the highest degree you expect to receive?

1 BACHELOR'S DEGREE
2 POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
3 MASTER'S DEGREE (MA, MS)
4 MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
5 POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
6 FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D., J.D., D.D.S., O.D.)
7 DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D, Ed.D, D.P.H.)
8 OTHER

IF FDEGRCV = 0, SHOW VALUE: 1/7
IF FDEGRCV = 2, SHOW VALUE: 1/7
IF FDEGRCV = 3, SHOW VALUE: 2/7
IF FDEGRCV = 4, SHOW VALUE: 3/7
IF FDEGRCV = 5, SHOW VALUE: 4/7
IF FDEGRCV = 6, SHOW VALUE: 5/7
IF FDEGRCV = 7, SHOW VALUE: 6/7
IF FDEGRCV = 8, SHOW VALUE: 7/7
IF , SHOW VALUE: 8
IF HIGHDEG = 1, REF, DK, GO TO TIMEST6

2.177 ENROLEXP FIXED Enrollment plans in three years

Three years from now, do you plan to be enrolled in school working on that degree?

1    YES
2    NO
3    WILL HAVE COMPLETED DEGREE
4    ALREADY RECEIVED HIGHEST DEGREE

IF ENROLEXP = 2, 3, 4, REF, DK, GO TO TIMEST6

2.178 ERLEXP2F FIXED Major code call 5-area expect to study

What do you expect to be studying?
(CODE MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY ON THE NEXT SCREEN)

1    PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

IF ERLEXP2F = REF, THEN SET MAJORCOD TO Ñ
IF ERLEXP2F = DK, THEN SET MAJORCOD TO O

2.179 MAJORCOD EXTERNAL Code major field of study expected

Command Line: MAJORB <,>

2.180 MJRVERB EXTERNAL Verbatim major field expected

Command Line: MAJORB <,>
Entry Mask: 2

2.181 TIMEST6 TIMESTAMP Begin time of internship section

2.182 INTERNUM NUMBER Number of internships held, if any
We'd like to know about the internship experience of college graduates. Have you participated in any paid or unpaid internships since receiving your bachelor's degree at ^SAMPSCHL^? Exclude any internships you were required to complete as part of a degree or licensure.

(IF NO, ENTER "0". IF YES, ASK:)

How many separate internships have you had?

Valid Values: 0-15
Soft Check: 16-30

IF INTERNUM < 1, GO TO EDU_END

REPEAT INLOOPS THRU INL ole FOR EACH CATEGORY IN INLOOPS.

2.183 INLOOPS LOOPBEG-FIXED Internship loop start

1  first
2  second
3  third
4  fourth
5  fifth
6  sixth
7  seventh
8  eighth

IF INTERNUM < 9, LOOP VALUE: 1/^INTERNUM^  
IF INTERNUM > 8, LOOP VALUE: 1/7

2.184 INSTAT FIXED Full/part-time status of internship

~IF ^INTERNUM*(G8)+^INLOOPS*(1)
  I'd like to ask you about your eight most recent internships.
~END
~IF ^INTERNUM*(1)
  Was your internship full-time or part-time?
~ELSE
  Was your ^INLOOPS^ internship full-time or part-time?
~END

1  Full-time
2  Part-time
2.185 INTRNPD FIXED         Paid/unpaid status of internship

And was it a paid or unpaid internship?

1    Paid
2    Unpaid

2.186 INTRNDUR NUMBER         Duration of internship

How many months did you have this internship?

Valid Values: 1-24
Soft Check: 25-50

2.187 INTRNFLD FIXED         Field of internship-coding program

What field was this internship in?
~IF ^INLOOPS^(1)
   (INTERVIEWER, CODE FIELD ON NEXT SCREEN)
~ELSE
   (INTERVIEWER, SELECT FIELD OR, IF "SOMETHING ELSE", CODE FIELD ON NEXT SCREEN)
~END

1    9M263(1)=
2    9M263(2)=
3    9M263(3)=
4    9M263(4)=
5    9M263(5)=
6    9M263(6)=
7    PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM
8    Something else (PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM)

IF INLOOPS = 1, SHOW VALUE: 7
IF INLOOPS > 1, SHOW VALUE: 8

IF INTRNFLD = REF, THEN SET INFLDC TO Ñ
IF INTRNFLD = DK, THEN SET INFLDC TO O

2.188 INFLDC EXTERNAL        Field code for internship

Command Line: MAJORB <,>

2.189 INFLDV EXTERNAL        Field verbatim for internship
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
EDUCATION

Command Line: MAJORB <,>
Entry Mask: 2

2.190 INTRNLED FIXED Result of internship

HELP

Did the internship lead to a paid job or to graduate or professional study in that field?

1 Neither a paid job nor graduate study
2 A paid job in the field
3 Graduate or professional study in the field
4 Both graduate study and a paid job in the field
5 Offered a job but turned it down

2.191 INLOOPE LOOPEND

2.192 EDU_END TIMESTAMP Time elapsed at end of Education section
3.1 TPREAM1  PREAMBLE

I have some questions about teaching at the kindergarten through twelfth grade levels.

IF TEACH = 1 AND CERTIFIE <> 1 AND NTJOBS = 1, GO TO TCHCONEV
IF TEACH = 1 AND CERTIFIE = 1 AND NTJOBS = 1, GO TO CERTNOW

3.2 TEACHEV  YESNO  Ever worked as a teacher

_HELP_

Have you ever _worked_ as a teacher, teacher's aide, or substitute teacher at the kindergarten through twelfth grade level?

1  YES
2  NO

IF CERTIFIE = 1, GO TO TCHCONS

3.3 TCHCONEV  YESNO  Ever taken courses toward certificate

_HELP_

Have you taken courses toward teacher certification?

1  YES
2  NO

IF TEACH = 1 AND TCHCONEV = 2, REF, DK, GO TO APPLICAT
IF TEACH = 1 AND TCHCONEV = 1, GO TO CERTNOW
IF TEACH = 2 AND TCHCONEV = 1, GO TO CERTNOW
IF TEACHEV = 1 AND CERTIFIE = 2, GO TO APPLICAT
IF TEACHEV = 1 AND CERTIFIE = 1, GO TO CERTNOW

3.4 TCHCONS  YESNO  Ever considered teaching

Are you currently considering teaching?
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
EDUCATION

1    YES
2    NO

IF TEACH <> 1 AND TCHCONS = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO TCH_END

3.5    CERTNOW    YESNO    Currently certified to teach?

HELP
Are you currently certified or licensed to teach (K through 12) by any state or private accrediting organization?

1    YES
2    NO

IF CERTNOW = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO APPLICAT
IF CERTIFIE = 1 AND CERTNOW = 1, GO TO FLDCER

3.6    CERT1STM    NUMBER    Month when first became certified

When did you first become certified to teach?

Valid Values: 1-12

3.7    CERT1STY    NUMBER    Year when first became certified

Valid Values: 50-97

IF CERT1STY > YYINV OR CERT1STY = YYINV AND CERT1STM > MMINV, GO BACK TO CERT1STM: "DATE MUST BE BEFORE CURRENT INTERVIEW DATE"
IF (CERT1STY < HSYEAR AND CERT1STY > 0) OR CERT1STY = HSYEAR AND (CERT1STM < HSMONTH AND CERT1STM > 0, GO BACK TO CERT1STM: "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION")

3.8    FLDCER    MULTIPLE    Fields certified in

What fields or levels are you currently certified in?
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1    General elementary or kindergarten
2    Accounting
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup

EDUCATION

3    Agriculture
4    Business, marketing
5    Health occupations
6    Home economics
7    Industrial arts
8    Military science
9    Technical
10   Trade and industry
11   Other vocational education
12   Biology/life science
13   Chemistry
14   Geology/earth science/space science
15   Physics
16   Computer science
17   Physical science
18   Mathematics
19   General and all other science
20   Bilingual education
21   French
22   German
23   Latin
24   Russian
25   Spanish
26   Other foreign languages
27   Basic skills and remedial education
28   Deaf and hard-of-hearing
29   Emotionally disturbed
30   Gifted
31   Mentally retarded
32   Mildly handicapped
33   Orthopedically handicapped
34   Severely handicapped
35   Specific learning disabilities
36   Speech/language impaired
37   Visually handicapped
38   Special education, general
39   Other special education
40   English as a second language
41   English language arts
42   Journalism
43   Reading
44   American Indian/Native American studies
45   Philosophy
46   Religion
47   Social studies/social sciences
48   Art
49   Dance
50   Drama/theatre
51   Music
52   Physical education/health
53   All others

REPEAT CRTLOOPS THRU CRTLOOPE FOR EACH CATEGORY IN CRTLOOPS.
### CRTLOOPS LOOPBEG-FIXED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>General elementary or kindergarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Business, marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Health occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Home economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Industrial arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Military science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Technical education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Trade and industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Other vocational education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Biology/life science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Geology/earth science/space science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Computer science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Physical science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>General and all other science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bilingual education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Latin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Other foreign languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Basic skills and remedial education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Deaf and hard-of-hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Emotionally disturbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Gifted education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Mentally retarded education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Mildly handicapped education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Orthopedically handicapped education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Severely handicapped education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Specific learning disabilities education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Speech/language impaired education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Visually handicapped education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>General special education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Other special education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>English as a second language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>English language arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>American Indian/Native American studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Social studies/social sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Dance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
TEACHING

50 Drama/theatre
51 Music
52 Physical education/health
53 the other field

IF FLDCER = REF, DK, MISS, GO TO CRTLOOPE

3.10 CERTTYPE FIXED Highest certification held in field

HELP

What is the highest certificate you hold in ^CRTLOOPS^?

1 Advanced professional certificate
2 Regular/standard state certificate
3 Probationary certificate
4 Temporary certificate
5 Emergency certificate
6 Other

IF FLDCER = 1, GO TO CRTLOOPE

3.11 LEVLCERT MULTIPLE Level certified to teach each field

And what grade levels are you certified to teach ^CRTLOOPS^? (CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

0 KINDERGARTEN
1 FIRST GRADE
2 SECOND GRADE
3 THIRD GRADE
4 FOURTH GRADE
5 FIFTH GRADE
6 SIXTH GRADE
7 SEVENTH GRADE
8 EIGHTH GRADE
9 NINTH GRADE
10 TENTH GRADE
11 ELEVENTH GRADE
12 TWELFTH GRADE

3.12 CRTLOOPE LOOPEND

3.13 NATCERT YESNO National board certificate
Do you hold a National Board certificate?

1  YES
2  NO

3.14 PRIVCERT YESNO Other certificates held

And do you have certification from any other accrediting organizations, such as private schools?

1  YES
2  NO

3.15 APPLICAT NUMBER Number of teaching applications

   Have you ever applied for a teaching position?
   (IF NO, ENTER "0"; IF YES, ASK:)
   How many applications have you submitted?
~ELSE
   Since ^OLDDATE^, how many applications for teaching positions have you submitted?
~END

Valid Values: 0-75
Soft Check: 76-150

IF TEACH <> 1 AND CERTIFIE <> 1 AND TEACHEV <> 1 AND TCHCONEV <> 1 AND APPLICAT < 1,
   GO TO NONTCH
IF APPLICAT > 0, GO TO OFFERS

3.16 NEVAPP MULTIPLE Reasons never applied

What are the reasons you did not apply for a teaching position?
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  NOT INTERESTED IN TEACHING
2  ALREADY HAD TEACHING JOB
3  NEEDED MORE EDUCATION
4  HAD COURSEWORK BUT NOT READY TO APPLY
5  JOBS HARD TO GET
6  STUDENT TEACHING WAS DISCOURAGING
7  MORE MONEY IN OTHER JOB OFFER
8  MORE PRESTIGE IN OTHER JOB OFFER
9  WANTED OTHER OCCUPATION
10  LOW PAY
11  POOR TEACHING CONDITIONS
12  HAVEN'T TAKEN OR COULDN'T PASS THE REQUIRED TEST OR NOT YET CERTIFIED
13  OTHER

IF APPLICAT = 0, GO TO TIMEST39

3.17  OFFERS  NUMBER  Number of teaching job offers received

_HELP_

How many offers for teaching positions have you received?

Valid Values: 0-40
Soft Check: 41-75

IF OFFERS = 0, GO TO TIMEST39

3.18  ACCOFFER  YESNO  Accepted teaching job offers

~IF ^OFFERS^(1)
  Did you accept that offer?
~ELSE
  Did you accept any of those offers?
~END

  1  YES
  2  NO

IF ACCOFFER = 1, GO TO TIMEST39

3.19  NOACPT  MULTIPLE  Reasons offer not accepted

_HELP_

Why didn't you accept a teaching position?
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

  1  RECEIVED OFFER AFTER ANOTHER JOB WAS ACCEPTED
  2  PAY WAS NOT ADEQUATE/RECEIVED BETTER OFFER
  3  JOB OFFER WAS TOO FAR AWAY FROM HOME
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
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4 JOB OFFER WAS IN A DANGEROUS OR DIFFICULT SCHOOL
5 OFFER WAS NOT IN AREA FOR WHICH QUALIFIED
6 ANOTHER JOB OFFERED MORE INTERESTING AND CHALLENGING WORK
7 OTHER

3.20 TIMEST 39 TIMESTAMP Start of generic teaching job section

IF TEACHEV = 2, REF, DK, GO TO NONTCH

3.21 TEACHING MULTIPLE Taught since old interview date

_HERE_

Have you held any of the following types of teaching jobs since ^OLDDATE^?
(READ EACH AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1 Elementary or secondary school teacher
2 Substitute teacher
3 Teacher’s aide
4 Itinerant teacher (assignment requires you teach at more than one school)
5 "Support" teacher (one who works with other teachers to develop curricula or teaching materials but doesn't necessarily teach students)
6 NONE

IF TEACHING = 6, GO TO TIMEST 46
IF TEACHING = 2, GO TO SUBTERM, ELSE GO TO AIDPAY

3.22 SUBTERM YESNO Long-term substitute position held

Have you ever had a long-term substitute teaching position, where you filled the role of a regular teacher on a long-term basis, but were still considered a substitute?

1 YES
2 NO

3.23 SUBTCH YESNO Accepted sub job to get regular job

Did you accept a substitute teaching position as a means to gaining entry into a regular teaching position?
3.24 SUBYRS FIXED Number of years substitute teacher

For how many years were you a substitute teacher?

1. Less than 1 year
2. 1 year
3. 2 years
4. 3 years
5. 4 years
6. 5 years
7. More than 5 years

IF TEACHING = 3, GO TO AIDPAY, ELSE GO TO TOTSCH

3.25 AIDPAY FIXED Paid/unpaid teacher's aide position

~IF ^TEACHING^(2)

Now I'd like to ask you about your teacher's aide jobs.

~END

Was most of your time as a teacher's aide spent in a paid or unpaid position?

1. PAID
2. UNPAID

3.26 AIDTCH YESNO Accepted aide job to get regular job

Did you accept a teacher's aide job in order to gain entry into a regular teaching position?

1. YES
2. NO

3.27 AIDYRS FIXED Number of years teacher's aide

How many years were you employed as a teacher's aide?

1. Less than 1 year
2. 1 year
3. 2 years
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
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4  3 years
5  4 years
6  5 years
7  More than 5 years

IF TEACHING = 5, GO TO TOTSCH, ELSE GO TO REGJOB

3.28  TOTSCH  MULTIPLE  Support teacher activities

I have a few questions about your "support" teacher jobs. Which of the following activities were part of your position as a "support" teacher? (READ EACH AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  developing or running a teacher professional development program
2  developing curricular activities or materials
3  providing teachers with technical assistance in schools
4  other activities

3.29  SUPTYP  FIXED  Place support teacher worked

Where did you work most of the time you held a support teacher position? (READ EACH AND CODE ONLY ONE)

1  in one school
2  in more than one school
3  not in a school, for example, in a district office
4  or somewhere else?

3.30  SUPPYRS  FIXED  How long support teacher

How many years were you employed as a support teacher?

1  Less than 1 year
2  1 year
3  2 years
4  3 years
5  4 years
6  5 years
7  More than 5 years

IF TEACHING = 2,3 AND (TEACHING <> 1 AND TEACHING <> 4 AND TEACHING <> 5), GO TO TIMEST46
IF TEACHING = 5 AND (TEACHING <> 1 AND TEACHING <> 4), GO TO TIMEST46
3.31 REGJOB NUMBER Number of schools taught at

_HELP_

~IF ^TEACHING^(1)
   How many elementary or secondary schools have you taught at
   since ^OLDDATE^?
~END

~IF ^TEACHING^(5)
   Do_not_include support teaching, substitute, teacher's aide
   or student or college teaching.
~ELSE ^TEACHING^(2.3)
   Do_not_include substitute, teacher's aide, or student or
   college teaching.
~END

~IF ^TEACHING^(4)+^TEACHING^(1)
   Do_include each district where you've held an itinerant teaching
   assignment.
~END

~IF ^TEACHING^(4)+^TEACHING^(N1)
   How many different districts did you have an itinerant teaching
   assignment at since ^OLDDATE^?
~END

Valid Values: 0-10
Soft Check: 11-25

REPEAT TJBLOOPB THRU TJBLOOPE FOR EACH CATEGORY IN TJBLOOPB.

3.32 TJBLOOPB LOOPBEG-FIXED

1 first
2 second
3 third
4 fourth
5 fifth

IF , LOOP VALUE: 1/^REGJOB^
What is the name of that school and where is it located?
ELSE ^TEACHING^(1)+^REGJOB^(G1)
   What is the name of the ^TJBLOOPB^ school and where is it located?
END
IF ^TEACHING^(4)+^TEACHING^(1)+^TJBLOOPB^(1)
   For itinerant teaching assignments, give me the name of the school
   where you taught the largest number of students.
ELSE ^TEACHING^(4)+^TEACHING^(1)+^TJBLOOPB^(G1)
   (For itinerant assignments, give me the name of the school where
   you taught the largest number of students.)
END
IF ^TEACHING^(4)+^TEACHING^(N1)+^REGJOB^(1)
   What is the name of the school in your itinerant teaching assignment
   where you taught the largest number of students?
ELSE ^TEACHING^(4)+^TEACHING^(N1)+^REGJOB^(G1)
   What is the name of the school in your ^TJBLOOPB^ itinerant assignment
   where you taught the largest number of students?
END

1    PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

IF TCHSCHL = REF, THEN SET SCHLCD TO Ñ
IF TCHSCHL = DK, THEN SET SCHLCD TO O

3.34 SCHLCD EXTERNAL ELSEC code for school
Command Line: elsecb <,>

3.35 ELRGENCY EXTERNAL City of school for teaching job
Command Line: elsecb <,>
Entry Mask: 4

3.36 ELSTAT EXTERNAL State of school for teaching job
Command Line: elsecb <,>
Entry Mask: 3

3.37 ELTYPE EXTERNAL Type of school for teaching job
Command Line: elsecb <,>
Entry Mask: 2
IF TJBLOOPB = 2 AND TCHSCHL = REF,DK, THEN SET ELNAME TO second school
IF TJBLOOPB = 3 AND TCHSCHL = REF,DK, THEN SET ELNAME TO third school
IF TJBLOOPB = 4 AND TCHSCHL = REF,DK, THEN SET ELNAME TO fourth school
IF TJBLOOPB = 5 AND TCHSCHL = REF,DK, THEN SET ELNAME TO fifth school

3.38 ELNAME EXTERNAL School Taught Name

Command Line: elsecb <,>
Entry Mask: 5

IF (ELTYPE <> REF AND ELTYPE <> DK), GO TO JOBBGM

3.39 SCTYPE FIXED School Taught Type-Expanded

What type of school is this?

1  Public operated by local school district
2  Public operated by state or federal agency (e.g., BIA, DOD)
3  Private - Catholic
4  Private - other religiously affiliated
5  Private - not religiously affiliated

3.40 JOBBGM NUMBER Teaching job start month

HELP

When did you begin this job? (ENTER MONTH AND YEAR)
~IF ^TEACHING^4
(INTEVIEWER PROBE IF NECESSARY: If this job is part of an
itinerant assignment, tell me the dates you started and stopped
working as an itinerant teacher for the district, not the school.)
~END

Valid Values: 1-12

3.41 JOBBGY NUMBER Teaching job start year

Valid Values: 50-97

IF JOBBGY > YYINV OR (JOBBGY = YYINV AND JOBBGM > MMINV), GO BACK TO JOBBGM: "DATE ENTERED MUST BE LESS THAN CURRENT DATE"
3.42  **TJOBENDM**  NUMBER  Teaching job end month

And when did you stop? (CODE 97/97 IF STILL EMPLOYED AT THIS JOB)

Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 97

3.43  **TJOBENDY**  NUMBER  Teaching job end year

Valid Values: 50-97

```
IF TJOBENDM = 97 AND TJOBENDY <> 97, GO BACK TO TJOBENDM : "END DATE MUST BE 97/97 OR BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF TJOBENDY > YYINV OR TJOBENDY = YYINV AND (TJOBENDM > MMINV AND TJOBENDM <> 97, GO BACK TO TJOBENDM : "DATE ENTERED MUST BE LESS THAN CURRENT DATE")
IF (TJOBENDY < JOBBGY AND TJOBENDY > 0) OR TJOBENDY = JOBBGY AND (TJOBENDM < JOBBGM AND TJOBENDM > 0, GO BACK TO TJOBENDM : "END DATE MUST BE AFTER START DATE")
IF (TJOBENDY < OLDINVYY AND TJOBENDY > 0) OR TJOBENDY = OLDINVYY AND (TJOBENDM < OLDINVMM AND TJOBENDM > 0, GO BACK TO TJOBENDM : "END DATE MUST BE LATER THAN DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW")
```

3.44  **BEGYYMM**  CALCULATION  CALCULATING YYMM FOR JOB START DATE

Calculation: \(^\text{JOBBGY} \times 100 + \text{JOBBGM}\)

3.45  **ENDYYMM**  CALCULATION  CALCULATING YYMM FOR JOB END DATE

Calculation: \(^\text{TJOBENDY} \times 100 + \text{TJOBENDM}\)

3.46  **JOBLEN**  CALCULATION  Duration of teaching job

Calculation: \(^\text{ENDYYMM} - \text{BEGYYMM}\)

3.47  **FTPT**  FIXED  Teaching job full or part-time

\(^\text{TENSE}(14/15)\) you work full-time or part-time in this job?
\(~\text{IF } ^\text{TEACHING}(4)\)
(INTERVIEWER, PROBE IF NECESSARY: If this school is part of an itinerant assignment, tell me about your status as a whole and not at the individual school.)

~END

1   FULL-TIME
2   PART-TIME

IF FTPT = 1, REF, DK, GO TO SALARY

3.48 FTPREFER YESNO Prefer to teach full-time?

Would you ^TENSE^(16/17) to teach full-time?

1   YES
2   NO

3.49 SALARY NUMBER Base academic year salary

What ^TENSE^(12/13) your academic year base salary at this job, not including extra pay for things like summer teaching, coaching, or extra-curricular activities?

~IF ^TEACHING^(4)

(INTERVIEWER, PROBE IF NECESSARY: If this school is part of an itinerant assignment, tell me your salary for the assignment as a whole, not the salary at the individual school.)

~END

Entry Mask: !~U$___,___~!
Valid Values: 1000-90000

IF NTJOBS = 1 OR TJBLOOPB <> 1, GO TO TJBLOOPE

3.50 INDUCT YESNO Participate in teacher induction

ipple HELP_

During your first year, did you participate in a formal teacher induction program designed to help beginning teachers by assigning them to master or mentor teachers?

1   YES
2   NO
3.51 DISCIP FIXED Assisting teachers: discipline at job

Do you agree or disagree that your school effective in helping new teachers with:

Student discipline:

1 AGREE
2 DISAGREE

3.52 INSTR FIXED Assist teachers: instructional methods

Instructional methods:

1 AGREE
2 DISAGREE

3.53 CURRIC FIXED Assisting teachers: curriculum

Curriculum:

1 AGREE
2 DISAGREE

3.54 ENVIRN FIXED Assist teachers: adjust to environment

Adjusting to school environment:

1 AGREE
2 DISAGREE

3.55 TJBLOOE LOOPEND

3.56 TIMEST34 TIMESTAMP Begin time of AY job section

3.57 UNUSED EXCLUDED Former location of TPREAM2

IF HSMONTH = ASKED, GO TO TIMEST46
3.58 TJ2LOOPB CALCULATION Most recent spring term worked

Calculation:
1. the spring term of 92-93
2. the spring term of 93-94
3. the spring term of 94-95
4. the spring term of 95-96
5. the spring term of 96-97

3.59 TPREAM2 PREAMBLE Former Q329

The next few questions ask about your teaching experiences since "OLDDATE".

3.60 PRIM FIXED Primary teaching job

INTERVIEWER: IF ONLY ONE JOB IS LISTED BELOW, DO NOT ASK THIS QUESTION. ARROW DOWN TO HIGHLIGHT JOB, THEN PRESS "ENTER" TO CONTINUE.

In "TJ2LOOPB", was your primary teaching job at:
(READ THE LIST OF JOBS AND ASK RESPONDENT TO PICK THE PRIMARY ONE. PRIMARY=MOST NUMBER OF HOURS)

1. ^ELNAME^M^TJBLOOPB^(1)=
2. ^ELNAME^M^TJBLOOPB^(2)=
3. ^ELNAME^M^TJBLOOPB^(3)=
4. ^ELNAME^M^TJBLOOPB^(4)=
5. ^ELNAME^M^TJBLOOPB^(5)=

3.61 TENSE2 TEXT-FILL TEXT FILL

1. are
2. were
3. Are
4. Were
5. is
6. was
7. teaching
8. teach
9. Is
10. Was
11. do
12. did
13. Do
14. Did
15. are teaching
16. taught
IF TEACHING <> 4, GO TO TCHGRD

3.62 TYPTCH YESNO Primary job itinerant/support

^TENSE2^(9/10) ^PRIM^ part of
the itinerant teaching assignment you told me about?

1 YES
2 NO

3.63 TCHGRD MULTIPLE Grades taught

~IF ^TYPTCH^(1)
  What grades ^TENSE2^(1.12) you ^TENSE2^(7/8) in ^TJ2LOOPB^?
~ELSE
  What grades ^TENSE2^(1.12) you ^TENSE2^(7/8) in ^TJ2LOOPB^ at ^PRIM^?
~END
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

0 KINDERGARTEN
1 FIRST GRADE
2 SECOND GRADE
3 THIRD GRADE
4 FOURTH GRADE
5 FIFTH GRADE
6 SIXTH GRADE
7 SEVENTH GRADE
8 EIGHTH GRADE
9 NINTH GRADE
10 TENTH GRADE
11 ELEVENTH GRADE
12 TWELFTH GRADE

3.64 TYPECLS YESNO Type of classes taught

_HELP_

In ^TJ2LOOPB^, ^TENSE2^(1.12) you ^TENSE2^(7/8) your classes with
another teacher?

1 YES
2 NO
3.65 GROUP NUMBER
Groups of students taught

_HELP_

In ^TJ2LOOPB^, how many groups of students ^TENSE2^ (1.12)
you ^TENSE2^ (7/8) each day?

Valid Values: 0-40

3.66 PULLOUT YESNO
Resource or pullout teacher

During ^TJ2LOOPB^, ^TENSE2^ (1/2) you a resource teacher, that is,
^TENSE2^ (1.12)
you ^TENSE2^ (7/8) students who were pulled out of regular classes?

1 YES
2 NO

3.67 SIZECLS NUMBER
# of students in a class

What ^TENSE2^ (5/6) the total number of students you ^TENSE2^ (15/16) in ^TJ2LOOPB^?

Valid Values: 1-150
Soft Check: 151-400

3.68 TFLD MULTIPLE
Fields taught

^C2

~IF ^TYPTCH^ (1)
  What fields ^TENSE2^ (1.12) you ^TENSE2^ (7/8) in ^TJ2LOOPB^?
~ELSE
  What fields ^TENSE2^ (1.12) you ^TENSE2^ (7/8) in ^TJ2LOOPB^ at ^PRIM^?
~END
~IF ^TCHGRD^ (0+0^).^TCHGRD^ (1/6)
  ^TENSE2^ (3/4) you a general elementary teacher?
~END
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1 General elementary
2 Accounting
3 Agriculture
4 Business, marketing
5 Health occupations
6 Home economics
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF TEACHING = 340E(1, GO TO TRACK
REPEAT PERLOOPS THRU PERLOOPE FOR EACH CATEGORY IN PERLOOPS.

3.69 PERLOOPS LOOPBEG-FIXED

1 General elementary
2 Accounting
3 Agriculture
4 Business, marketing
5 Health occupations
6 Home economics
7 Industrial arts
8 Military science
9 Technical
10 Trade and industry
11 Other vocational education
12 Biology/life science
13 Chemistry
14 Geology/earth science/space science
15 Physics
16 Computer science
17 Physical science
18 Mathematics
19 General and all other science
20 French
21 German
22 Latin
23 Russian
24 Spanish
25 Other foreign languages
26 Basic skills and remedial education
27 Deaf and hard-of-hearing
28 Emotionally disturbed
29 Mentally retarded
30 Mildly handicapped
31 Orthopedically handicapped
32 Severely handicapped
33 Specific learning disabilities
34 Speech/language impaired
35 Visually handicapped
36 Special education, general
37 Other special education
38 English as a second language
39 English language arts
40 Journalism
41 Reading
42 American Indian/Native American studies
43 Philosophy
44 Religion
45 Social studies/social sciences
46 Art
47  Dance
48  Drama/theatre
49  Music
50  Physical education/health
51  All others

3.70  PTCH  NUMBER  Number of periods taught field

How many periods or sections ^TENSE^ you ^TENSE2^(1.12) you ^TENSE2^7/8 ^PERLOOPS^?

Valid Values: 0-10

3.71  PERLOOPE  LOOPEND

3.72  TRACK  MULTIPLE  Class track

_WHELP_

Would you describe any of your classes in ^TJ2LOOPB^ as:
(READ EACH AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  academic or college preparatory
2  advanced placement or college credit
3  honors
4  bilingual or ESL
5  gifted
6  remedial
7  NONE

IF TFLD = 2/53, SHOW VALUE: 1/3
IF , SHOW VALUE: 4/7

3.73  GRADST1  EXCLUDED  GRADES TAUGHT

3.74  TYPECLS1  EXCLUDED  Type of classes taught

3.75  SIZECLS1  EXCLUDED  # of students in a class
In ^TJ2LOOPB^, ^TENSE2^(5.6) the workload given to you by your school (the students or classes you ^TENSE2^(7.8)) more difficult than those of other teachers at your school?

1    YES
2    NO
3    NOT SURE

^TENSE2^(3/4) you very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, or dissatisfied with each of the following aspects of teaching?

Student motivation to learn

1    Very satisfied
2    Somewhat satisfied
3    Dissatisfied
3.86  TSATIS02  FIXED  Satisfaction with school env
School learning environment

1  Very satisfied
2  Somewhat satisfied
3  Dissatisfied

3.87  TSATIS03  FIXED  Satisfaction with discipline
Student discipline and behavior

1  Very satisfied
2  Somewhat satisfied
3  Dissatisfied

3.88  TSATIS04  FIXED  Satisfaction with class size
(How satisfied ^TENSE2^(1/2) you with..)
Class size

1  Very satisfied
2  Somewhat satisfied
3  Dissatisfied

3.89  TSATIS05  FIXED  Satisfaction with parent support
Support from parents

1  Very satisfied
2  Somewhat satisfied
3  Dissatisfied

3.90  TSATIS06  FIXED  Satisfaction with societal views
The esteem of society for the teaching profession

1  Very satisfied
2  Somewhat satisfied
3  Dissatisfied

3.91  TIMEST46  TIMESTAMP  End of AY job section
3.92  **CARCHNG**  FIXED  Would R choose teaching again?

If you could go back to your college days and start over again, would you become a teacher or not?

1  YES
2  NO
3  NOT SURE

3.93  **NONTCH**  MULTIPLE  Non-teaching jobs

_Help_

Have you had any non-teaching school jobs in elementary or secondary education?  (CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  PRINCIPAL
2  ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
3  PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
4  CURRICULUM COORDINATOR
5  DEPARTMENT HEAD
6  SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSELOR, ADVISOR
7  COACH
8  LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST OR LIBRARIAN
9  SUPPORT STAFF (E.G., SECRETARY)
10  OTHER
11  NONE

IF CERTIFIE <> 1 AND TEACHEV <> 1 AND TCHCONEV <> 1 AND APPLICAT < 1, GO TO TCH_END

3.94  **JOBCHNG**  YESNO  Plans to move into educ

Do you have any plans to move into (or continue) an education-related but non-teaching job in the future, such as administration or counseling?

1  YES
2  NO

3.95  **FALLTCH**  FIXED  will teach next fall?

~IF ^TEACHING^(5)+^TEACHING^(N1+N4)

Do you plan to return to classroom teaching?
~ELSE
   Will you be teaching this fall?
~END

1    YES
2    NO
3    HOPING TO BUT DON'T KNOW

IF FALLTCH = 1,3, GO TO TCH_END

3.96    LEFTEACH    FIXED    Reasons not teaching

What is the primary reason you decided not to pursue teaching?

1    MOVED OR MOVING DUE TO FAMILY/PERSONAL REASONS
2    PREGNANCY/CHILD REARING
3    HEALTH REASONS/DISABILITY
4    TO PURSUE ANOTHER CAREER OUTSIDE OF EDUCATION
5    DISSATISFACTION WITH SALARY AND BENEFITS
6    TO TAKE COURSES TO IMPROVE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN EDUCATION
7    TO TAKE COURSES TO IMPROVE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES OUTSIDE EDUCATION
8    SCHOOL STAFFING ACTION (E.G., REDUCTION-IN-FORCE, LAYOFF)
9    NOT INTERESTED IN TEACHING
10   DISLIKED/DISSATISFIED WITH TEACHING AS A CAREER
11   NOT WILLING TO PURSUE TRAINING NECESSARY TO TEACH
12   TO MOVE INTO SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
13   OTHER

3.97    TCH_END    TIMESTAMP    Time elapsed at end of Teaching section
We're interested in the job search strategies used by recent graduates to find employment.
Did you attempt to obtain a job or change jobs, as a result of getting your graduate or professional degree?

1    YES
2    NO

IF JBSEARCH = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO JOBEXPR
### Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup

#### EMPLOYMENT

**4.8 JBSRCH** MULTIPLE Job search activities

What did you do to try to find a job?

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1. SENT OUT RESUMES/APPLICATIONS
2. WENT TO CAMPUS JOB PLACEMENT OFFICE
3. LOOKED THROUGH WANT ADS
4. ASKED FRIENDS
5. ASKED FAMILY
6. ASKED PROFESSORS
7. ATTENDED RECRUITING FAIRS
8. DID VOLUNTEER/INTERNSHIP WORK IN THE FIELD
9. LOOKED AT JOB BOARDS IN THE UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE
10. CONTACTED HEADHUNTERS, EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES OR PROFESSIONAL RECRUITERS
11. PLACED A WANT AD
12. SUBSCRIBED TO TRADE/PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS
13. ATTENDED PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
14. NOTHING
15. OTHER

**IF JBSRCH = 1, GO TO JOBAPPLY, ELSE GO TO JOBSINTV**

**4.9 JOBAPPLY** NUMBER Number of job applications sent

How many job applications did you send?

Valid Values: 1-250
Soft Check: 251-500

**4.10 JOBSINTV** NUMBER Number of jobs interviewed for

_Help_

How many jobs did you interview for? (As a result of trying to obtain a new job upon the completion of your graduate or professional degree?)

Valid Values: 0-75
Soft Check: 76-100

**4.11 JOBSOFFR** NUMBER Number of offers

How many full-time job offers resulted from your job search efforts?
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
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Valid Values: 0-40
Soft Check: 41-99

4.12 JBSRCHSM NUMBER Month began job search

When did you begin this job search?

Valid Values: 1-12

4.13 JBSRCHSY NUMBER Year began job search

Valid Values: 91-97

IF JBSRCHSY > YYINV OR JBSRCHSY = YYINV AND JBSRCHSM > MMINV, GO BACK TO JBSRCHSM : "START DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF (JBSRCHSY < OLDINVYY AND JBSRCHSY > 0) OR JBSRCHSY = OLDINVYY AND (JBSRCHSM < OLDINVMM AND JBSRCHSM > 0, GO BACK TO JBSRCHSM : "START DATE SHOULD BE AFTER LAST INTERVIEW DATE")

4.14 JBSRCEM NUMBER Month ended job search

When did you end this job search or are you still looking?

(CODE 97/97 IF R STILL LOOKING)

Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 97

4.15 JBSRCHY NUMBER Year ended job search

Valid Values: 91-97

IF JBSRCEM = 97 AND JBSRCHY <> 97, GO BACK TO JBSRCEM : "END DATE MUST BE 97/97 OR BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF JBSRCHY > YYINV OR JBSRCHY = YYINV AND (JBSRCEM > MMINV AND JBSRCEM <> 97, GO BACK TO JBSRCEM : "END DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF (JBSRCHY < JBSRCHSY AND JBSRCHY > 0) OR JBSRCHY = JBSRCHSY AND (JBSRCEM < JBSRCHSM AND JBSRCEM > 0, GO BACK TO JBSRCEM : "END DATE SHOULD BE AFTER START DATE")
4.16 **JOBEXPR** **YESNO** Any work experience related to degree?

HELP

Other than internships required for your degree, did you have any work experience related to your degree field before graduating?

1 YES
2 NO

4.17 **EMPLOOP** **YESNO** employment status

HELP

Now I want to talk about your job history.

~IF ^TJBLOOPB^{(1)}
You've told me about your job at ^ELNAME^M304(1)=
~END

~IF ^TJBLOOPB^{(2)}
You've told me about your jobs at ^ELNAME^M304(1)=
and ^ELNAME^M304(2)=
~END

~IF ^TJBLOOPB^{(3)}
You've told me about your jobs at ^ELNAME^M304(1)=
^ELNAME^M304(2)=
and ^ELNAME^M304(3)=
~END

~IF ^TJBLOOPB^{(4)}
You've told me about your jobs at ^ELNAME^M304(1)=
^ELNAME^M304(2)=
^ELNAME^M304(3)=
and ^ELNAME^M304(4)=
~END

~IF ^REGJOB*(G0)
Have you worked at any other jobs for pay since ^OLDDATE^?
~IF ^TEACHING^{(5)}
Include the support teacher assignment you told me about earlier.
~END

~ELSE
Have you worked at any jobs for pay since ^OLDDATE^?
~IF ^TEACHING^{(5)}
Include the support teacher assignment you told me about earlier.
~END

~END
EMPLOYMENT

4.18 JOBNUM NUMBER # of nono-teaching jobs since 93

HELP

~IF ^REGJOB^(G0)
  How many other jobs have you held since ^OLDDATE^?
~ELSE
  How many jobs have you held since ^OLDDATE^?
~END
~IF ^TEACHING^(5)
  (Including the support teacher assignment.)
~END

Valid Values: 1-12

IF REGJOB > 0 AND EMPLOOP = 2,REF,DK, THEN SET TOTALJOB TO ^TJBLOOPB^ IF EMPLOOP = 1 AND REGJOB = 0, THEN SET TOTALJOB TO ^JOBNUM^*

4.19 TOTALJOB CALCULATION TOTAL JOBS FOR LOOP

Calculation: 0

4.20 ADDLSTRT CALCULATION ITERATION TO START NON-TEACHING JOBS

Calculation: ^TJBLOOPB^+1

IF TOTALJOB = 0, GO TO EXPBGJBM

REPEAT JOBLOOPS THRU JOBLOOPE FOR EACH CATEGORY IN JOBLOOPS.

4.21 JOBLOOPS LOOPBEG-FIXED Collect jobs

1
2
IF REGJOB = 0, LOOP VALUE: 1/^TOTALJOB^ 
IF REGJOB > 0, LOOP VALUE: 1/^TJBLOOPB^ 
IF REGJOB > 0 AND EMPLOOP = 1 AND TOTALJOB <= 12, LOOP VALUE: ^ADDLSTRT^/^TOTALJOB^ 
IF REGJOB > 0 AND EMPLOOP = 1 AND TOTALJOB > 12, LOOP VALUE: ^ADDLSTRT^/10 

4.22 JBNAME UNCODED 

IF TOTALJOB = 1, THEN SET JBORDER TO 1 

4.23 JBORDER UNCODED 

4.24 JOBLOOPE LOOPEND 

IF EMPLOOP = 2, REF, DK, GO TO JBORDER1 

4.25 JBNAME1 UNCODED JOB NAME DISPLAYED 

~IF ^REGJOB^ (G0) 
~IF ^JOBNUM^ (1) 
   What is the name of that other employer? 
~ELSE 
   What are the names of those other employers? 
~END 

~ELSE 
~IF ^JOBNUM^ (1) 
   What is the name of that employer? 
~ELSE
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What are the names of these employers?
~END

~END
(INTERVIEWER: PROBE: Have you worked for anyone else?)
ENTER THE NAME OF EACH JOB ON ONE LINE; IF R REFUSED TO GIVE THE NAME,
ENTER "EMPLOYER 1", "EMPLOYER 2", ETC.;
PRESS ENTER AFTER EACH JOB TO GO TO NEXT LINE.

~IF ~REGJOB^(G0)
^JOBOOPS*M390(GEQ389)=" "^E391"NAME          
~ELSE
^JOBOOPS*M390(0)=" "^E391"NAME          
~END

IF TOTALJOB = 1, GO TO JOBLOOP1

4.26 JBORDER1 UNCODED IWER Sorts all Schools

Which of these jobs did you start first, starting from ^OLDDATE^?
(Which did you start second? ...third?...etc.)
INTERVIEWER: TEACHING JOBS AND OTHER JOBS APPEAR BELOW, SORTED SEPARATELY.
READ THE LIST OF JOBS BACK TO RESPONDENT AND ASK THEM TO PUT ALL JOBS
IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER. ENTER A "1" NEXT TO THE NAME OF THE FIRST JOB,
A "2" NEXT TO THE NAME OF THE SECOND JOB, ETC.

^JBNNAME*M390(0)="NAME          

REPEAT JOBLOOP1 THRU JOBLOO1A FOR EACH CATEGORY IN JOBLOOP1.

4.27 JOBLOOP1 LOOPBEG-FIXED

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
4.28 RVSDORD CALCULATION
REVERSED ORDER OF JOB START DATES

Calculation: 0-JBORDER

4.29 JOBLOO1A LOOPEND

REPEAT ORDLOOPS THRU ORDLOOPE FOR EACH CATEGORY IN ORDLOOPS.

4.30 ORDLOOPS LOOPBEG-FIXED All jobs in order-original iteration num

0

IF ORDNUMA = 0, THEN SET ORDNUMA TO 1

4.31 ORDNUMA UNCODED Order of all jobs-current iteration num

4.32 ORDNAME UNCODED

4.33 JOBSTM NUMBER Month job started

HELP

When did your job with ^JBNAME^M390(Q399)= start?

Valid Values: 1-12

4.34 JOBSTY NUMBER Year job started

Valid Values: 60-97

IF JOBSTY > YYINV OR JOBSTY = YYINV AND JOBSTM > MMINV, GO BACK TO JOBSTM: “START DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE”

4.35 JOBENM NUMBER Month job ended
When did it end? (CODE 97/97 IF STILL EMPLOYED AT THIS JOB)

Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 97

4.36  **JOBENY**  NUMBER  Year job ended
Valid Values: 60-97

IF JOBENM = 97 AND JOBENY <> 97, GO BACK TO JOBENM : "END DATE MUST BE 97/97 OR BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF JOBENY > YYINV OR JOBENY = YYINV AND (JOBENM > MMINV AND JOBENM <> 97, GO BACK TO JOBENM : "END DATE SHOULD BE 97/97 OR BEFORE CURRENT DATE)"
IF (JOBENY < JOBSTY AND JOBENY > 0) OR JOBENY = JOBSTY AND (JOBENM < JOBSTM AND JOBENM > 0, GO BACK TO JOBENM : "END DATE SHOULD BE AFTER START DATE)"

IF ORDNUMA > 0, THEN SET BEGDATE2 TO ^JOBSTM/^CONST/^JOBSTY^

4.37  **BEGDATE2**  UNCODED  TEXT FILL FOR JOB START DATE

4.38  **ABSBEG**  AUTO  ABSOLUTE TIME OF JOB START DATE

IF JOBENM = REF,DK OR JOBENY = REF,DK, THEN SET ENDDATE1 TO ^JOBSTM/^CONST/^JOBSTY^
IF JOBENM = 97, THEN SET ENDDATE1 TO ^MMINV/^CONST/^YYINV^
IF JOBENM <> 97, THEN SET ENDDATE1 TO ^JOBENM/^CONST/^JOBENY^

4.39  **ENDDATE1**  UNCODED  TEXT FILL FOR JOB END DATE

4.40  **ABSEND**  AUTO  ABSOLUTE TIME OF JOB END DATE

IF JOBENM = , GO TO JOBFPT

4.41  **TENSE3**  TEXT-FILL
4.42  **JOBFPT**  FIXED  Full or part-time at job

    _HELP_

While working at \(^{JBNAME}\)^{M390(Q399)}=,
\(^{TENSE3}^{(1/2)}\) you primarily employed full or part-time?

1  FULL TIME
2  PART TIME

**IF JOBFPT = 1, REF, DK, GO TO WORKLK**

4.43  **FTPRF**  YESNO  Prefer full-time at job

~IF \(^{JOBENM}\)^{(97)}
   Would you prefer to be employed full-time at
   \(^{JBNAME}\)^{M390(Q399)}=?
~ELSE
   Would you have preferred to be employed full-time at
   \(^{JBNAME}\)^{M390(Q399)}=?
~END

1  YES
2  NO

4.44  **WORKLK**  YESNO  Looking for work while unemployed?

    _HELP_

~IF \(^{ORDNUMA}\)^{(1)}
   Were you available and looking for work between \(^{D(ML,373)}\) \(^{D(YL,373)}\)
   and \(^{D(ML,406)}\) \(^{D(YL,406)}\)?
~ELSE
   Were you available and looking for work between \(^{D(ML,421)}\) \(^{D(YL,421)}\)
and \( D(ML,406) \) \( D(YL,406) \)?

~END

1    YES
2    NO

IF \( WORKLK = 2,REF,DK, GO \ TO \ UNEMRS \)

4.45  UNEMPL  YESNO Unemployment benefits

HELP

During this time, were you receiving unemployment benefits?

1    YES
2    NO

IF \( WORKLK = 1, GO \ TO \ AJOBNUM \)

4.46  UNEMRS  FIXED Main reason for not working

HELP

What was your main reason for not looking for work during this period? (IF NECESSARY, PROBE FOR MAIN REASON)

1    WAITING FOR NEW JOB TO START
2    GOING TO SCHOOL
3    DIDN'T WANT TO WORK
4    FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES
5    Physically unable to work
6    LAID OFF
7    RETIRED
8    TRAVEL
9    OTHER

IF \( (JOBENY < 97 \ OR \ JOBENY = 97 \ AND \ JOBENM < 4) \ OR \ (JOBSTY > 97 \ OR \ JOBSTY = 97 \ AND \ JOBSTM > 4) \), THEN SET \( TMST54 \) TO \( ^{\text{^AJOBNUM}} \)

4.47  TMST54  TIMESTAMP Begin time of April job section
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4.48  AJOBNUM  CALCULATION  # OF APRIL JOBS

Calculation: ^AJOBNUM^+1

IF (JOBSTY < 97 OR JOBSTY = 97 AND JOBSTM <= 4) AND (JOBENY = 97 AND JOBENM >= 4), THEN SET AJOBYES TO 1

4.49  AJOBYES  CALCULATION  FLAG TO INDICATE IF APRIL JOB

Calculation: 0

IF JOBENM <> 97, THEN SET RJOBNUM TO ^RJOBNUM^

4.50  RJOBNUM  CALCULATION  # OF RECENT JOBS

Calculation: ^RJOBNUM^+1

IF JOBENM = 97, THEN SET RJOBYES TO 1

4.51  RJOBYES  CALCULATION  FLAG TO INDICATE IF RECENT JOB

Calculation: 0

IF ORDNUMA = 1, THEN SET LSTDATE TO ^ENDDATE1^  
IF ORDNUMA > 1 AND ABSEND > ABSLST, THEN SET LSTDATE TO ^ENDDATE1^  
IF ORDNUMA > 1 AND ABSEND <= ABSLST, THEN SET LSTDATE TO ^LSTDATE^  

4.52  LSTDATE  UNCODED  TEXT FILL FOR THE LATEST END DATE

IF ORDNUMA = 1, THEN SET ABSLST TO ^ABSEND^  
IF ORDNUMA > 1 AND ABSEND > ABSLST, THEN SET ABSLST TO ^ABSEND^  
IF ORDNUMA > 1 AND ABSEND <= ABSLST, THEN SET ABSLST TO ^ABSLST^
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4.53 **ABSLST** UNCODED

**HELP**

**ABSLST** = **ABSCUR**, GO TO **EXPBGJBM**

4.54 **ORDLOOPE** LOOPEND

**HELP**

**Job Loop End**

IF **ABSLST** = **ABSCUR**, GO TO **EXPBGJBM**

4.55 **WORKLK1** YESNO

**HELP**

Have you been available and looking for work between
^D(ML,421) ^D(YL,421) and now?

1 YES
2 NO

IF **WORKLK1** = 2,REF,DK, GO TO **UNEMRS1**

4.56 **UNEMPL1** YESNO

**HELP**

During this time, are you receiving unemployment benefits?

1 YES
2 NO

IF **WORKLK1** = 1, GO TO **EXPBGJBM**

4.57 **UNEMRS1** FIXED

**HELP**

main reason for not working

What is your main reason for not looking for work
during this period? (IF NECESSARY, PROBE FOR MAIN REASON)

1 WAITING FOR NEW JOB TO START
2 GOING TO SCHOOL
3 DIDN'T WANT TO WORK
4 FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES
5 PHYSICALLY UNABLE TO WORK
6 LAID OFF
7 RETIRED
8 TRAVEL
9 OTHER

4.58 EXPBGJBM NUMBER Month R expects to begin a full-time job

_HELP_

When do you expect to begin working at a _full-time_ job? (IF NECESSARY: What is your best guess?)
INTERVIEWER: CODE 88/8888 IF RESPONDENT SAYS "NEVER"

Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 88

4.59 EXPBGJBY NUMBER year expecting to work full time

Valid Values: 1997-8888

IF EXPBGJBY = 1997 AND (EXPBGJBM < MMINV AND EXPBGJBM > 0, GO BACK TO EXPBGJBM: "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER CURRENT DATE")

IF TOTALJOB = 0, GO TO OTHTRAIN

4.60 AJOBEMP FIXED Pick-up April employer names

_HELP_

INTERVIEWER: IF ONLY ONE JOB IS LISTED BELOW, DO NOT ASK THIS QUESTION. ARROW DOWN TO HIGHLIGHT JOB, THEN PRESS "ENTER" TO CONTINUE.

~IF ^0^^^A(G1)+^AJOBNUM^(G1)=400AM418(1)=
   During April 1997, which of the following was your main employer?
   (MAIN = employer that you worked the most number of hours.)
~END
~IF ^0^^^A(G1)+^AJOBNUM^(0)+^RJOBNUM^(G1)=400AM420(1)=
   Currently, which of the following is the name of your main employer?
Which of the following was your most recent main employer?
(MAIN = employer that you worked the most number of hours.)

1. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(1)=
2. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(2)=
3. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(3)=
4. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(4)=
5. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(5)=
6. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(6)=
7. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(7)=
8. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(8)=
9. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(9)=
10. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(10)=
11. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(11)=
12. ^ORDNAME^M^ORDNUMA^(12)=

IF AJOBEMP = 91, REF, DK, THEN SET AJTEACH TO

4.61 AJTEACH UNCODED APRIL JOB IS TEACHING JOB

4.62 AJOBEMP1 UNCODED Employer name - April

4.63 AJOBSTMM NUMBER Starting date of April job-month
   Valid Values: 1-12

4.64 AJOBSTYY NUMBER Starting date of April job-year
   Valid Values: 60-97

4.65 AJOBENDM NUMBER End date of job April job-month
   Valid Values: 1-12
   Valid Values: 97

4.66 AJOBENDY NUMBER End date of job April job-year
Valid Values: 90-97

4.67  ACONFIRM  YESNO  main employer confirmation

CONFIRMATION SCREEN  _HELP_

~IF ^AJOBNUM^(G0)
   During April 1997, your main employer was ^AJOBEMP1^.
~END
~IF ^AJOBNUM^(0)+^RJOBNUM^(G0)
   Your current main employer is ^AJOBEMP1^.
~END
~IF ^AJOBNUM^(0)+^RJOBNUM^(0)
   Your most recent main employer was ^AJOBEMP1^.
~END
   That job began on ^AJOBSTMM^/^AJOBSTYY^.
~IF ^AJOBENDM^(N97)
   and continued until ^AJOBENDM^/^AJOBENDY^.
~END

Is that correct?

1  YES
2  NO

IF ACONFIRM = 1, GO TO TENSE4

4.68  AJOBEMP2  UNCODED  CORRECTION SCREEN

_HELP_

~IF ^AJOBNUM^(G0)
   During April of this year, where were you employed? What was the name of your main employer?
~END
~IF ^AJOBNUM^(0)+^RJOBNUM^(G0)
   Currently, where are you employed? What is the name of your main employer?
~END
~IF ^AJOBNUM^(0)+^RJOBNUM^(0)
   What was the name of your most recent main employer?
~END
   DO NOT USE ABBREVIATIONS

^E431
When did you start working there?

"^E432M432V(G0)'2(/"^E433'2(

When did you stop or are you still there?

(INTERVIEWER: IF STILL EMPLOYED AT APRIL JOB, CODE 97/97.)

"^E434M434V(G0)'2(/"^E435'2(

IF AJOBEMP1 = "R" AJOBEMP1 = 431S(L2 AND (AJOBEMP1 <> REF AND AJOBEMP1 <> DK AND AJOBEMP1 <> MISS, GO BACK TO AJOBEMP2 : "ENTER EMPLOYER NAME")
IF AJOBENDM = 97 AND AJOBENDY <> 97 AND (AJOBENDY <> REF AND AJOBENDY <> DK AND AJOBENDY <> MISS, GO BACK TO AJOBEMP2 : "IF STILL EMPLOYED ENTER 97/97")
IF AJOBENDY = YYINV AND AJOBENDM > MMINV AND AJOBENDM <> 97, GO BACK TO AJOBEMP2 : "STOP DATE CANNOT BE AFTER CURRENT DATE"
IF AJOBSTYY = YYINV AND AJOBSTMM > MMINV, GO BACK TO AJOBEMP2 : "START DATE CANNOT BE AFTER CURRENT DATE"
IF AJOBSTYY > AJOBENDY AND (AJOBENDY <> REF AND AJOBENDY <> DK AND AJOBENDY <> MISS) OR AJOBSTYY = AJOBENDY AND (AJOBSTYY <> REF AND AJOBSTYY <> DK AND AJOBSTYY <> MISS) AND AJOBSTMM > AJOBENDM AND (AJOBSTMM = AJOBSTMM(NREF AND AJOBSTMM <> D

4.69 TENSE4 TEXT-FILL TEXT SUBST FOR CURRENT/PAST TENSE-APRIL

1 is
2 was
3 do
4 did
5 Is
6 Was
7 Does
8 Did
9 have you received
10 did you receive
11 has
12 had
13 are
14 were
15 Are
16 Were
17 make
18 made

IF AJOBENDM = 97 OR AJOBENDM = MMINV AND AJOBENDY = YYINV, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17
IF AJOBENDM <> 97 AND (AJOBENDM <> MMINV OR AJOBENDY <> YYINV), GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18
IF AJTEACH = 1, GO TO AJOBOCC

4.70 AJOBOCD FIXED Occupation Coding Call

HELP

What ^TENSE4^(1/2) your occupation? (IF NECESSARY: Can you describe your job? What type of work ^TENSE4^(3/4) you do at ^AJOBEMP1^? (INTERVIEWER: CODE OCCUPATION)

1 PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

IF AJTEACH = 1, THEN SET AJOBOCC TO 24
IF AJOBOCD = REF, THEN SET AJOBOCC TO Ñ
IF AJOBOCD = DK, THEN SET AJOBOCC TO O

4.71 AJOBOCC EXTERNAL April job occupation code

Command Line: OCCN <,>

4.72 AOCCVERB EXTERNAL April job occupation verbatim

Command Line: OCCN <,>
Entry Mask: 2

IF AJTEACH = 1, GO TO AJOBIND

4.73 AJOBCOD FIXED Industry Occupation Coding Call

HELP

And what type of business or industry ^TENSE4^(1/2) that? (For example, a grocery store, restaurant, retail shoe store, automobile factory, state or government agency) (INTERVIEWER: CODE INDUSTRY)
1 PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

IF AJTEACH = 1, THEN SET AJOBIND TO 20
IF AJOBCOD = REF, THEN SET AJOBIND TO Ñ
IF AJOBCOD = DK, THEN SET AJOBIND TO O

4.74 AJOBIND EXTERNAL April job industry code

Command Line: INDN <,>

IF AJTEACH = 1, THEN SET AINDVERB TO EDUCATION

4.75 AINDVERB EXTERNAL April job industry

Command Line: INDN <,>
Entry Mask: 2

4.76 AJBDUTY UNCODED Duties of April job

What ^TENSE4^(13/14) your most important activities or duties at ^AJOBEMP1^?
(INTERVIEWER: ENTER RESPONSE BELOW. PRESS ENTER KEY ONLY WHEN VERBATIM ENTRY IS COMPLETE)

Entry Mask: MIA_____________________________________

IF AJTEACH = 1, GO TO SLFEMPL

4.77 AJOBSECT FIXED Employer type - April job

Is ^AJOBEMP1^ ...

1 Private for-profit
2 Private non-profit
3 Federal government
4 State government
5 Local government

IF AJOBSECT <> 1, GO TO AJBOBT14
4.78  SLFEMPL  YESNO  Self-employed

^TENSE4^15/16 you owner or co-owner of this business?

1  YES
2  NO

IF SLFEMPL = 1, GO TO AJOBSTV

4.79  AJBOBT14  MULTIPLE  Way of finding out about job

_HELP_

How did you find out about this job? (CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  REFERRED BY FAMILY, FRIENDS, PROFESSORS
2  STARTED OWN BUSINESS OR BROUGHT INTO FAMILY BUSINESS
3  WANT AD
4  CAMPUS JOB PLACEMENT OFFICE
5  EXPLORED POSSIBLE JOB OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH INTERVIEW
6  WAS RECRUITED BY HEADHUNTER /EMPLOYMENT AGENCY/RECRUITER
7  ADVANCEMENT IN ORGANIZATION/EMPLOYER WHERE PREVIOUSLYEMPLOYED
8  VOLUNTEER/INTERNSHIP WORK IN FIELD
9  CONTACTED IN RESPONSE TO BLIND RESUME
10  RECRUITING FAIR
11  PROFESSIONAL OR TRADE JOURNAL
12  JOB ANNOUNCEMENT IN UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE
13  PROFESSIONAL MEETING
14  OTHER

IF AJTEACH = 1 AND OFFERS = REF, THEN SET AJBOFFR TO Ñ
IF AJTEACH = 1 AND OFFERS = DK, THEN SET AJBOFFR TO O
IF AJTEACH = 1 AND OFFERS >= 0, THEN SET AJBOFFR TO ^OFFERS^

4.80  AJBOFFR  NUMBER  Other similar job offered - April job

Did you receive any other job offers for similar positions in this field?
(If NO, ENTER "0"; IF YES, ASK:)

How many?

Valid Values: 0-50
4.81  AJOBSTV  YESNO  In school while at April job?

While you were employed at ^AJOBEMP1^, were you also enrolled in school?

1  YES
2  NO

IF AJOBSTV = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO AJOBHRS

4.82  AJOBCAMP  YESNO  April job located on campus

HELP

^TENSE4^(5/6) this job located on the campus of the school you were attending?

1  YES
2  NO

4.83  AJOBSTY  FIXED  Type of job if student

^TENSE4^(5/6) this job...

1  a teaching assistantship
2  a research assistantship
3  an internship
4  co-op placement
5  was it none of these?

4.84  AJOBHRS  NUMBER  Average no

HELP

How many hours a week ^TENSE4^(3/4) you work at ^AJOBEMP1^?
(If needed: What do you think is the average number of hours you work each week?)

Valid Values: 1-100

4.85  AJOBSAL  NUMBER  April job salary
HELP

How much were you earning at \^AJOBEMP1^ in the last month you were employed? Include any commissions, tips, or bonuses.
~ELSE in April of this year? Include any commissions, tips or bonuses.
~END

(INTELLNICER: ENTER DOLLAR AMOUNT IN THIS FIELD AND THEN CHOOSE A RATE)

Entry Mask: !.U$________.__~!
Valid Values: 1-9999999.99

IF AJOBSAL = REF,DK,MISS, GO TO AJOBRELT

4.86 AJOBSPER FIXED April job salary rate per

1 hour (Hourly rate)
2 day (Daily rate)
3 week (Weekly)
4 month (Monthly)
5 year (Annual salary)

4.87 AJOBSCHCK YESNO Salary check

~IF ^AJOBSPER^(1)
You said you \^TENSE4^(17/18) $^AJOBSAL^ per hour. Is that right?
~END
~IF ^AJOBSPER^(2)
You said you \^TENSE4^(17/18) $^AJOBSAL^ per day. Is that right?
~END
~IF ^AJOBSPER^(3)
You said you \^TENSE4^(17/18) $^AJOBSAL^ per week. Is that right?
~END
~IF ^AJOBSPER^(4)
You said you \^TENSE4^(17/18) $^AJOBSAL^ per month. Is that right?
~END
~IF ^AJOBSPER^(5)
You said you \^TENSE4^(17/18) $^AJOBSAL^ per year. Is that right?
~END

1 YES
2 NO
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IF AJOBCHECK = 2, GO BACK TO AJOBSAL: "CORRECT SALARY INFORMATION"

4.88   AJOBRELT    FIXED    Relationship between Apr

HELP

~IF ^FDEGRCV^(4/8)
   How closely related ^TENSE4^(1/2) this job to your graduate field of study?
~ELSE
   How closely related ^TENSE4^(1/2) this job to your undergraduate field of study?
~END

1  closely
2  somewhat
3  not at all

4.89   AJOBDEGR    YESNO    April job required college degree?

~IF ^FDEGRCV^(4/8)
   Was a graduate or professional degree required to get this job?
~ELSE
   Was a college degree required to get this job?
~END

1  YES
2  NO

4.90   AJOBPREV    YESNO    April job built on other job skills

^TENSE4^(7/8) your position at ^AJOBEMP1^ build on specific skills or knowledge acquired in
previous jobs?

1  YES
2  NO

4.91   AJOBPROM    YESNO    Promotion received at April job

While employed at ^AJOBEMP1^,
^TENSE4^(9/10) a promotion?

1  YES
2 NO

4.92 AJBTSAL NUMBER Starting salary at April job

HELP

How much were you earning when you first began working for
^AJOBEMP1^?

Entry Mask: !.$________.__~!
Valid Values: 1-9999999.99

4.93 AJBSTPER FIXED Starting salary rate at April job
per

1 hour (Hourly rate)
2 day (Daily rate)
3 week (Weekly)
4 month (Monthly)
5 year (Annual salary)

4.94 AJOBWHY MULTIPLE Important factors in selecting this job

Why did you accept this position with
^AJOBEMP1^?
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1 ONLY JOB I COULD FIND
2 NEEDED A JOB/MONEY
3 PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE IN THE AREA
4 RELATED TO FIELD OF STUDY
5 GOOD INCOME TO START
6 GOOD INCOME POTENTIAL OVER CAREER
7 JOB SECURITY
8 BETTER OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT
9 PRESTIGE AND STATUS
10 INTERESTING WORK
11 INTELLECTUALLY CHALLENGING WORK
12 FREEDOM TO MAKE OWN DECISIONS AT WORK
13 INTERACTION WITH PEOPLE
14 OPPORTUNITY TO HELP PEOPLE/BE USEFUL TO SOCIETY
15 CONVENIENCE
16 ABLE TO WORK INDEPENDENTLY OF OTHERS
17 ALLOWS FOR A GREAT DEAL OF TRAVEL
18 ALLOWS FOR ROOTS TO BE ESTABLISHED/DON'T HAVE TO MOVEAROUND
19 ALLOWS TIME FOR NON WORK-RELATED ACTIVITIES
20 OTHER
4.95  **AJOBPOTN**  FIXED  Degree of career potential at April job

Would you say your job at ^AJOBEMP1^ ^TENSE4^(11/12).^..

1  Definite career potential
2  Possible career potential or
3  Not much career potential

4.96  **AJBBEN01**  YESNO  Health insurance prov

^TENSE4^(7/8) your job at ^AJOBEMP1^ provide:
Health or dental insurance

1  YES
2  NO

4.97  **AJBBEN02**  YESNO  Retirement benefits prov

Retirement benefits

1  YES
2  NO

4.98  **AJBBEN03**  YESNO  Paid vacation provided at April job

Paid vacation or holidays

1  YES
2  NO

4.99  **AJBBEN04**  YESNO  Paid sick leave prov

Paid sick leave

1  YES
2  NO

4.100 **AJBBEN05**  YESNO  Tuition reimburse prov

Tuition reimbursement benefits
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1  YES
2  NO

### 4.101  AJBBEN06  YESNO  Family-related benefits provided

Family related benefits such as maternity

1  YES
2  NO

### 4.102  AJBBEN07  YESNO  Other benefits provided at April job

leave, child care, or elder care

Any other benefits I haven't mentioned
(IF YES, SPECIFY IN COMMENTS)

1  YES
2  NO

### 4.103  AJOBS01  FIXED  Satisfaction with pay at job

^TENSE4^(15/16) you very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, or dissatisfied with the following aspects of your employment at ^AJOBEMP1^:

the pay

1  Very satisfied
2  Somewhat satisfied
3  Dissatisfied

### 4.104  AJOBS02  FIXED  Satisfaction with fringe benefits

the fringe benefits

1  Very satisfied
2  Somewhat satisfied
3  Dissatisfied

### 4.105  AJOBS03  FIXED  Satisfaction with job challenge

the importance and challenge of your job

1  Very satisfied
EMPLOYMENT

2   Somewhat satisfied
3   Dissatisfied

4.106  AJOBS04  FIXED  Satisfaction with working conditions

(Tell me your degree of satisfaction with...)

the working conditions

1   Very satisfied
2   Somewhat satisfied
3   Dissatisfied

4.107  AJOBS05  FIXED  Satisfaction with promotion opps

your opportunity for promotion

1   Very satisfied
2   Somewhat satisfied
3   Dissatisfied

4.108  AJOBS06  FIXED  Satisfaction with job security

your job security

1   Very Satisfied
2   Somewhat satisfied
3   Dissatisfied

4.109  AJOBS07  FIXED  Satisfaction with supervisor

(Tell me your degree of satisfaction with...)

your supervisor

1   Very satisfied
2   Somewhat satisfied
3   Dissatisfied

4.110  AJOBS08  FIXED  Satisfaction with co-workers

your relationships with co-workers

1   Very satisfied
2   Somewhat satisfied
3   Dissatisfied
4.111  **AJOBS09**  FIXED  
Satisfaction w/educational benefits

your opportunity for further education

1  Very satisfied  
2  Somewhat satisfied  
3  Dissatisfied  

4.112  **EMP END**  TIMESTAMP  
Time elapsed at end of job section

5.1  **EMPTRAIN**  NUMBER  

Now we'd like to find out about any training ^AJOBEMP1^ might have sponsored or provided.  
In the last twelve months, did ^AJOBEMP1^ provide any training other than informal on-the-job training or tuition reimbursed courses taken through a regular college?  
(If NO, ENTER "0";  IF YES, ASK:)  
How many courses, formal training seminars, or other employer-provided training activities did you participate in at ^AJOBEMP1^?

Valid Values: 0-25  
Soft Check: 26-50

**IF EMPTRAIN < 1, GO TO OTHTRAIN**

5.2  **TRNCON**  MULTIPLE  
Content of program training

_HELP_

Did any of this training cover....  
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  executive or management development  
2  supervision  
3  professional development/technical skills  
4  software, hardware or equipment training  
5  job health and safety  
6  quality control or statistical process control  
7  sales or marketing  
8  diversity/cultural sensitivity  
9  or some other topic?
5.3 **EMPTGH** MULTIPLE  Who provided training?

Who conducted this training? Was any of the training...
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  conducted by another employee of your company
2  conducted by an outside consultant or company
3  conducted by your union
4  offered by a college or other educational institution
5  or was it provided in some other way?

5.4 **REQKEEP** YESNO  Training required to keep job?

Was any of this training required by your employer in order for you to keep your job?

1  YES
2  NO

5.5 **REQADVAN** YESNO  Was program/training required to advance

Was any of this training necessary to get a promotion on your job?

1  YES
2  NO

5.6 **LENGTHH** NUMBER  Total hours spent in training last year

HELP

In the last year, how many hours did you spend in training altogether?

Valid Values: 1-800

IF (LENGTHH = ASKED AND LENGTHH <> REF AND LENGTHH <> DK AND LENGTHH <> MISS), GO TO OTHTRAIN

5.7 **LENGTHWK** FIXED  Range of hours spent in training

Would you say the total number of hours you spent in training last year was...

1  1-10 hours
2  11-20 hours
During the past 12 months, did you _personally_ pay to attend any training courses, other than those provided by your employer, that are related to work you are currently doing or would like to do? (IF NO, ENTER "0"; IF YES, ASK:)
How many?
(DO NOT INCLUDE COURSES FOR CREDIT TAKEN AT A COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY)

Valid Values: 0-25
Soft Check: 26-50

IF OTHTRAIN < 1, GO TO EMPEXPEC

~IF ^OTHTRAIN^(1)
  Did this course cover...
~ELSE
  Did any of these courses cover...
~END
(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  executive or management development
2  supervision
3  professional development/technical skills
4  software, hardware, or equipment training
5  job health and safety
6  quality control or statistical process control
7  sales or marketing
8  diversity/cultural sensitivity
9  or some other topic?

5.10  OTHREQ  YESNO  Courses required for employment?
~IF ^OTHTRAIN^'(1)
  Was this course required by your employer to get or keep
  your job?
~ELSE
  Were any of these courses required by your employer to get or keep
  your job?
~END

1    YES
2    NO

5.11  OTHTRREQ  YESNO  Courses required for advancement?

~IF ^OTHTRAIN^'(1)
  Was this course necessary to get a promotion on your job?
~ELSE
  Were any of these courses necessary to get a promotion on your job?
~END

1    YES
2    NO

5.12  OTHTRH  NUMBER  Total hours spent in courses last year

  _HELP_

~IF ^OTHTRAIN^'(1)
  In the last year, how many hours did you spend in taking this
  course?
~ELSE
  In the last year, how many hours did you spend in taking these
  courses?
~END

Valid Values: 1-800

IF (OTHTRH = ASKED AND OTHTRH <> REF AND OTHTRH <> DK AND OTHTRH <> MISS), GO TO
EMPEXPEC

5.13  OTHTRWK  FIXED  Range of hours spent in courses

~IF ^OTHTRAIN^'(1)
  Would you say the total number of hours you spent in this course last
  year was...
~ELSE
Would you say the total number of hours you spent in these courses last year was...
~END

1  1-10 hours
2  11-20 hours
3  21-40 hours
4  41-80 hours
5  81-120 hours
6  121-360 hours
7  361-500 hours
8  more than 500 hours

5.14  EMPEXPEC  YESNO  Employment expectations in 3 years

HELP
Three years from now, do you expect to be working full time?

1  YES
2  NO

IF EMPEXPEC = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO OEXPLONG

5.15  OCCEXP2  FIXED  Occupation Coding Call 3

HELP
What do you expect your occupation will be three years from now?
(INTERVIEWER: PROBE ABBREVIATIONS AND CODE OCCUPATION)

1  PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

IF OCCEXP2 = REF, THEN SET OCCIN3YR TO Ñ
IF OCCEXP2 = DK, THEN SET OCCIN3YR TO O

5.16  OCCIN3YR  EXTERNAL  Code-occupation expected in 3 years

Command Line: OCCN <,>
5.17 OCCUVERB EXTERNAL Text-occupation expected in 3 years

Command Line: OCCN <,>
Entry Mask: 2

5.18 OEXPLONG FIXED Long term occupation

_HELP_

What do you expect your occupation to be in the _longer_ term?

1 THE SAME
2 SOMETHING ELSE (PLEASE CODE OCCUPATION ON THE NEXT SCREEN)
3 (PLEASE CODE OCCUPATION ON THE NEXT SCREEN)

IF EMPEXPEC = 1, SHOW VALUE: 1/2
IF EMPEXPEC = 2,REF,DK, SHOW VALUE: 3

IF OEXPLONG = REF, THEN SET FUTUROCC TO Ñ
IF OEXPLONG = DK, THEN SET FUTUROCC TO O
IF OEXPLONG = 1, THEN SET FUTUROCC TO ^OCCIN3YR^

5.19 FUTUROCC EXTERNAL Code-long term occupation

Command Line: OCCN <,>

IF OEXPLONG = 1, THEN SET OCCVERB TO ^OCCUVERB^

5.20 OCCVERB EXTERNAL Text- long term occupation

Command Line: OCCN <,>
Entry Mask: 2

5.21 TRAN_END TIMESTAMP Elapsed time at end of training section

5.22 BACSECT PREAMBLE Preamble screen for pre-bacc

I’d like to ask some questions about your past education experiences.
IF YBCOLL > 0, GO TO OTHDGNUM

5.23 BEGCOLMM NUMBER Month first enrolled in college

After high school, when did you first enroll in a course offered by a college or other postsecondary institution?

Valid Values: 1-12

5.24 BEGCOLYY NUMBER Year first enrolled in college

Valid Values: 50-92

IF (BEGCOLYY > YBARECVD AND YBARECVD > 0) OR (BEGCOLYY = YBARECVD AND BEGCOLMM > MBARECVD AND MBARECVD > 0), GO BACK TO BEGCOLMM: "YOUR FIRST ENROLL DATE SHOULD BE LESS THAN DATE RECEIVED BA"

IF (BEGCOLYY < HSYEAR AND BEGCOLYY > 0) OR BEGCOLYY = HSYEAR AND (BEGCOLMM < HSMONTH AND BEGCOLMM > 0), GO BACK TO BEGCOLMM: "YOUR FIRST ENROLL DATE SHOULD BE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION"

IF OTHDEGFL = 1, GO TO OS1LOOPS

5.25 OTHDGNUM NUMBER Number of other degrees earned before BA

Before receiving your bachelor's degree at ^SAMPSCHL^, did you earn any degrees, licenses or certificates other than your high school diploma?

(IF NO, ENTER "0"; IF YES, ASK:)

How many?

Valid Values: 0-10

IF OTHDGNUM < 1, GO TO NUMOTHSC

REPEAT ODGLOOPS THRU ODGLOOPE FOR EACH CATEGORY IN ODGLOOPS.
Now I am going to ask you about the 4 most recent degrees and licenses you earned before receiving your bachelor's degree at ^SAMPSCHL^.

What kind of degree, license or certificate was that?

(Start with the most recent).

What kind of degree, license or certificate was the ^ODGLOOPS^ one?

Valid Values: 60-93
If OTHSCHFL = 1, go to advice.

5.30 NUMOTHSC NUMBER Number of other undergrad schools

Did you attend any other undergraduate schools prior to earning your bachelor’s degree at ^SAMPSCHL^? (If no, enter "0"); if yes, ask:

How many?

Valid values: 0-10

If NUMOTHSC < 1, go to advice.

Repeat OS1LOOPS thru OS1LOOPE for each category in OS1LOOPS.

5.31 OS1LOOPS LOOPBEG-FIXED Other school loop 1 begin

1 first
2 second
3 third
4 fourth
5 fifth
6 sixth
7 seventh
8 eighth

If , loop value: 1/^NUMOTHSC^ (1)

~If ^NUMOTHSC^ (1)

In what state is that school located? In what city is it located?
And what is the name of that school?

~else

In what state is the ^OS1LOOPS^ school located? In what city is this school located? And what is the name of the school?

~end

(interviewer: go to the next screen and confirm name with respondent)
PRESS ENTER TO CALL CODING PROGRAM

IF IPEDCAL1 = REF, THEN SET SIPED TO N
IF IPEDCAL1 = DK, THEN SET SIPED TO O

5.33 SIPED EXTERNAL IPEDS code for oth undergrad schl
Command Line: IPEDSB <,>

5.34 STYPE EXTERNAL Type of other school
Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 2

5.35 SISTU EXTERNAL In-state tuition for oth schl
Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 3

5.36 SOSTU EXTERNAL Out-of-state tuition for oth schl
Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 4

5.37 SSTATE EXTERNAL State of other undergrad school
Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 5

5.38 SCITY EXTERNAL City of oth undergrad school
Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
Entry Mask: 6

5.39 SNAME EXTERNAL Name of oth undergrad schl
Command Line: IPEDSB <,>
IF SIPED = SAMPIPED, GO BACK TO IPEDCAL1 : "OTHER INSTITUTION CANNOT BE SAME AS SAMPLE SCHOOL"

5.40 SCBMO NUMBER Month began attending other school

_HELP_

When did you first begin attending ^SNAME^?
(ENTER MONTH AND YEAR)

Valid Values: 1-12

5.41 SCBYR NUMBER Year began attending other school

Valid Values: 30-93

IF (SCBYR > YBARECVD AND YBARECVD > 0) OR (SCBYR = YBARECVD AND SCBMO > MBARECVD AND MBARECVD > 0), GO BACK TO SCBMO : "START DATE SHOULD BE EARLIER THAN DATE RECEIVED B,A,"
IF (SCBYR < HSYEAR AND SCBYR > 0) OR SCBYR = HSYEAR AND (SCBMO < HSMONTH AND SCBMO > 0), GO BACK TO SCBMO : "START DATE SHOULD BE AFTER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION"

5.42 SCEMO NUMBER Month stopped attending other school

When did you last attend ^SNAME^?
(CODE 97/97 IF STILL ATTENDING)

Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 97

5.43 SCEYR NUMBER Year stopped attending other school

Valid Values: 30-97
IF SCEO = 97 AND SCEYR <> 97, GO BACK TO SCEO : "END DATE MUST BE 97/97 OR BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF SCEYR > YYINV OR SCEYR = YYINV AND (SCEO > MMINV AND SCEO <> 97, GO BACK TO SCEO : "END DATE SHOULD BE EARLIER THAN CURRENT DATE OR ENTER 97/97")
IF (SCEO < SCBYR AND SCEYR > 0) OR SCEYR = SCBYR AND (SCEO < SCBMO AND SCEMO > 0, GO BACK TO SCEO : "END DATE SHOULD BE LATER THAN STARTDATE")

5.44 SPROG FIXED School attended-degree program

What type of degree program were you enrolled in at ^SNAME^?

1 ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
2 BACHELOR'S DEGREE
3 POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
4 MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A., M.S)
5 MASTER'S IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M.B.A.)
6 POST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE (Ed. Specialist)
7 FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (M.D., J.D., D.D.S., O.D.)
8 DOCTORAL DEGREE (Ph.D., Ed.D., D.P.H.)
9 OTHER CERTIFICATE/LICENSE
10 NON-DEGREE PROGRAM
11 DUAL DEGREE (J.D./M.B.A., M.D./Ph.D.)

5.45 OS1LOOPE LOOPEND Other School 1 Loop End

5.46 ADVICE UNCODED Advice to those starting college

What advice would you give to someone who is starting college this fall? (ENTER VERBATIM BELOW. PRESS "ENTER" ONLY WHEN YOU'VE FINISHED ENTRY AND WANT TO GO TO NEXT SCREEN.)

Entry Mask: MIA_____________________________________

5.47 UNED_END TIMESTAMP Begin time of volunteer/politic section

5.48 VOLWORK YESNO Resp

_HELP_

Now I'd like to ask you about any civic activities you might have taken part in. Did you do any community service or volunteer work during the last year?
1    YES
2    NO

IF VOLWORK = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO VOTPRES

5.49  VOLFREQ  FIXED  Frequency of volunteer work

_HELP_

How frequently did you volunteer last year?

1    DAILY
2    WEEKLY
3    MONTHLY
4    LESS OFTEN (YEARLY)

IF VOLFREQ = REF, DK, GO TO VOTPRES

5.50  AVEHOURS  NUMBER  Average hours of volunteer work

On average, about how many hours
~IF ^VOLFREQ^(1)
   each day did you volunteer?
~END
~IF ^VOLFREQ^(2)
   each week did you volunteer?
~END
~IF ^VOLFREQ^(3)
   each month did you volunteer?
~END
~IF ^VOLFREQ^(4)
   did you volunteer last year?
~END

5.51  VOTPRES  YESNO  Voted in 1996 pres election

Did you vote in the 1996 presidential election?

1    YES
2    NO
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Yes/No</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.52 POLVOTE YESNO</td>
<td>Voting in state/local elections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Have you voted in any local, state or national election in the last 2 years?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.53 POLMEET YESNO</td>
<td>Attended political meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td>HELP</td>
<td>In the last 2 years, did you go to any political meetings, rallies, dinners, or things like that?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.54 POLSHOW YESNO</td>
<td>Talk about political candidates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Did you talk to any people and try to show them why they should vote for one of the parties or candidates?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.55 POLMONEY YESNO</td>
<td>Gave money to campaign</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Did you give any money or other financial support to help the campaign for any political party or candidate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.56 POLACTN YESNO</td>
<td>Other political activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Have you given any time or money to community action groups or other political action groups?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.57 POLETTER YESNO</td>
<td>Wrote letter to public official</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Have you written to any public official to express your opinion?

1  YES
2  NO

5.58  VOL_END  TIMESTAMP  Time elapsed at end of vol section

IF RDOBMM <> MISS AND RDOBDD <> MISS AND RDOBYY <> MISS, GO TO SEX
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6.1 RDOB UNCODED Respondent DOB

Now I would like to get some background information. What is your birthdate?

^E23/^E24/^E25

IF RSEX <> MISS, GO TO CITIZNN

6.2 SEX UNCODED Respondent gender

INTERVIEWER: ASK IF NOT OBVIOUS: Are you . . .

^E26

IF RSEX = MISS, GO BACK TO SEX : "PRESS "BACKSPACE" TO ERASE "MISSING", THEN SELECT AN ITEM"

IF RCITIZ = 1, GO TO RETHNICQ

6.3 CITIZNN YESNO US citizenship

 wrongful

Are you a United States citizen?

1 YES
2 NO

IF CITIZNN = 2,REF,DK, GO TO RETHNICQ

6.4 CITIZNMM NUMBER Month became US citizen

When did you become a United States citizen? (IF R CITIZEN SINCE BIRTH CODE 97/97)

Valid Values: 1-12
Valid Values: 97
6.5  CITIZNNY  NUMBER  Year became US citizen

Valid Values: 60-97

IF CITIZNMM = 97 AND CITIZNNY <> 97, GO BACK TO CITIZNMM: "DATE SHOULD BE 97/97 OR BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF CITIZNNY > YYINV OR CITIZNNY = YYINV AND (CITIZNMM > 50 AND CITIZNMM <> 97, GO BACK TO CITIZNMM: "DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE OR 97/97")

IF RHISPETH <> MISS, GO TO RRACEQ

6.6  RETHNICQ  YESNO  Hispanic origin question

_Help_

Are you of Hispanic origin?

1  YES
2  NO

IF RETHNICQ = 2, REF, DK, GO TO RRACEQ

6.7  HISPETHQ  FIXED  Hispanic ethnicity question

Are you . . .

1  Of Mexican, Mexican-American, or Chicano descent
2  Cuban descent
3  Puerto Rican descent, or
4  of some other Hispanic descent?

IF RRACE <> MISS, GO TO ASIAETHQ

6.8  RRACEQ  FIXED  Race question

_Help_
Demographics

Are you . . .

1 White
2 Black
3 American Indian/Alaskan Native
4 Asian or Pacific Islander
5 Other (SPECIFY IN COMMENT BOX)

IF RRACEQ <> 4 OR RASIAN <> MISS, GO TO DISABLE

6.9 ASIAETHQ FIXED Asian ethnicity question

Are you . .

1 Chinese
2 Filipino
3 Hawaiian
4 Japanese
5 Korean
6 Vietnamese
7 Asian Indian
8 Samoan
9 Guamanian, or
10 other Asian or Pacific Islander

6.10 DISABLE YESNO Disabilities interfering with work

Do you have any disabilities or limitations which interfere with your ability to work?

1 YES
2 NO

IF DISABLE = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO LANGS

6.11 HEARDIS YESNO Hearing disability

Do you have a hearing impairment?

1 YES
2 NO
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
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6.12  \textbf{SPCHDIS} \hspace{1em} \text{YESNO} \hspace{1em} Speech disability
(Do you have) a speech disability or limitation?
1 \hspace{1em} YES
2 \hspace{1em} NO

6.13  \textbf{ORTHDIS} \hspace{1em} \text{YESNO} \hspace{1em} Orthopedic disability
(Do you have) an orthopedic or mobility limitation?
1 \hspace{1em} YES
2 \hspace{1em} NO

6.14  \textbf{VISIOND} \hspace{1em} \text{YESNO} \hspace{1em} Vision impairment
(Do you have) a vision impairment that cannot be corrected with glasses, or are you legally blind?
1 \hspace{1em} YES
2 \hspace{1em} NO

6.15  \textbf{LEARNDS} \hspace{1em} \text{YESNO} \hspace{1em} Learning disability
(Do you have) any specific learning disabilities?
1 \hspace{1em} YES
2 \hspace{1em} NO

6.16  \textbf{OTHDISB} \hspace{1em} \text{YESNO} \hspace{1em} Other disabilities
(Do you have) any other limitations, disabilities, or handicaps?
(ENTER OTHER DISABILITIES IN COMMENT BOX)
1 \hspace{1em} YES
2 \hspace{1em} NO

\textbf{IF HEARDIS = 2 AND SPCHDIS = 2 AND ORTHDIS = 2 AND VISIOND = 2 AND LEARNDS = 2 AND OTHDISB = 2, GO BACK TO HEARDIS : "CANT ANSWER NO TO ALL DISABILITIES IF ANSWERED YES TO THIS QUESTION"
6.17 LANGS MULTIPLE Other langs spoken

HELP

Do you have conversational knowledge of any languages other than English? PROBE IF NECESSARY: What are those languages? CODE ALL THAT APPLY AND INSERT EXIT SCREEN WHEN FINISHED

1 NONE
2 SPANISH
3 FRENCH
4 GERMAN
5 ITALIAN
6 RUSSIAN
7 EAST AND SOUTHEAST ASIAN (KOREAN, TIBETAN, MONGOLIAN, TAGALOG, THAI, LAO, VIETNAMESE, CAMBODIAN, INDONESIAN)
8 CHINESE (MANDARIN, CANTONESE, TAIWANESE, ETC)
9 PORTUGUESE
10 SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES (DANISH, ICELANDIC, NORWEGIAN, SWEDISH)
11 SLAVIC LANGUAGES (BYELORUSSIAN, BULGARIAN, CZECH, POLISH, SERBIAN, CROATIAN, SLAVONIC AND UKRAINIAN)
12 GREEK
13 JAPANESE
14 EAST EUROPEAN LANGUAGES (FINNISH, HUNGARIAN, ESTONIAN, LATVIAN, LITHUANIAN)
15 ARABIC
16 OTHER MIDDLE-EASTERN (FARSI/IRANIAN, TURKISH, BERBER, ARMENIAN)
17 SOUTH ASIAN (HINDI, URDU, BENGALI, PUNJABI, DRAVIDIAN, SANSKRIT, BACTRIAN)
18 OTHER GERMANIC (YIDDISH, DUTCH, OLD GERMAN, FRISIAN, GOTHEIC, SAXON)
19 OTHER ROMANCE LANGUAGES (ROMANIAN, RHAETO-ROMANESCH)
20 HEBREW
21 CLASSICAL AND ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN (ANCIENT EGYPTIAN, COPTIC, AVESTAN/OLD PERSIAN, AKKADIAN, ARAMAIC, UGARITIC)
22 OTHER LANGUAGES (NATIVE AMERICAN LANGUAGES, PACIFIC, URAL-ALTAIC, BASQUE, CELTIC, NON-SEMITIC AFRICAN)
23 OTHER

IF (FEDLEVEL = 0 AND FEDLEVEL <> REF AND FEDLEVEL <> DK), GO TO FATHERED, ELSE GO TO MOTHERED

6.18 FATHERED UNCODED FATHER'S EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

HELP

What was the highest grade or level of education that your father (stepfather/male guardian) completed?

^E31
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
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IF ((FEDLEV = MISS, AND FEDLEV = "0"), GO BACK TO FATHERED : "PLEASE ENTER RESPONSE")

IF (MEDLEV = 0 AND MEDLEV <> REF AND MEDLEV <> DK), GO TO MOTHERED, ELSE GO TO FATHBIRT

6.19 MOTHERED UNCODED MOTHER'S EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

_HELP_

What was the highest grade or level of education that your mother (stepmother/female guardian) completed?

^E32

IF ((MEDLEV = MISS, AND MEDLEV = "0"), GO BACK TO MOTHERED : "PLEASE ENTER RESPONSE")

IF FATHBTH <> MISS, GO TO MOTHBIRT

6.20 FATHBIRT YESNO Father born in US?

Was your father born in the United States?

1 YES
2 NO

IF FATHBIRT = 1, GO TO MOTHBIRT

6.21 FATHEMIG UNCODED Year father emigrated

_HELP_

When did your father (stepfather/ male guardian) begin living in the United States? (ENTER 9999, IF NEVER)
6.22 MOTHBIRT YESNO Mother born in US?

Was your mother born in the United States?

1 YES
2 NO

6.23 MOTHEMIG UNCODED Year mother emigrated

_HELP_

When did your mother (stepmother/ female guardian) begin living in the United States? (ENTER 9999, IF NEVER)

6.24 TIMEST93 TIMESTAMP start of marriage section

6.25 MARSTATP FIXED MARITAL STATUS PRELOAD VERIFY

When you were last interviewed on ^OLDDATE^ you were ^RMARITST^. Is that correct?

1 YES, THAT IS CORRECT
2 NO, THAT IS NOT CORRECT
6.26  MARSTATQ  UNCODED  Marital status question

  _HELP_

In ^OLDDATE^ were you . . .
(PROBE IF R SAYS SINGLE)

^E47

IF RMARITST = MISS, GO BACK TO MARSTATQ : "PRESS "BACKSPACE" KEY TO ERASE "MISSING", THEN SELECT AN ITEM"

6.27  MARCHANG  YESNO  Change in marital status

Has there been any change in your marital status since ^OLDDATE^?
~IF ^RMARITST^(6)
  For example, have you gotten married or begun living with someone in a marriage-like relationship?
~END

  1  YES
  2  NO

IF MARCHANG = 2, REF, DK, GO TO LASTMAR

6.28  MARICH01  FIXED  First change in marital status

  _HELP_

What was the first change and when did it occur?
(ENTER TYPE AND DATE OF CHANGE)
1st

  0  NCH
  1  MAR
  2  SEP
  3  DIV
  4  WID
  5  LVT
  6  NBM

IF MARICH01 = RMARITST, GO BACK TO MARICH01 : "YOU CAN'T HAVE THE SAME STATUS AS
BEFORE"
IF RMARITST = 6 AND MARICH01 = 2/4, GO BACK TO MARICH01 : "YOU CAN'T BE DIVORCED, SEPARATED OR WIDOWED IF YOU HAD NEVER BEEN MARRIED"
IF RMARITST = 4 AND MARICH01 = 2,3,6, GO BACK TO MARICH01 : "YOU CAN'T BE SEPARATED, DIVORCED OR NEVER BEEN MARRIED IF YOU WERE WIDOWED"
IF RMARITST = 3 AND MARICH01 = 2,4,6, GO BACK TO MARICH01 : "YOU CAN'T BE SEPARATED, WIDOWED OR NEVER BEEN MARRIED IF YOU WERE DIVORCED"
IF RMARITST = 2 AND MARICH01 = 6, GO BACK TO MARICH01 : "YOU CAN'T BE NEVER MARRIED IF YOU WERE SEPARATED"
IF RMARITST = 1 AND MARICH01 = 6, GO BACK TO MARICH01 : "YOU CAN'T BE NEVER MARRIED IF YOU WERE MARRIED"
IF MARICH01 = 0, GO BACK TO MARICH01 : "YOU CAN'T PICK "NO CHANGE" IF PREVIOUS QUESTION IS "YES"

6.29  CHNG01MM  NUMBER  Month of first marital change

DATE
Valid Values: 1-12

6.30  CHNG01YY  NUMBER  Year of first marital change

Valid Values: 92-97

IF CHNG01YY > YYINV OR CHNG01YY = YYINV AND CHNG01MM > MMINV, GO BACK TO CHNG01MM : "DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF (CHNG01YY < OLDINVYY AND CHNG01YY > 0) OR CHNG01YY = OLDINVYY AND (CHNG01MM < OLDINVMM AND CHNG01MM > 0), GO BACK TO CHNG01MM : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER LAST INTERVIEW DATE"

6.31  MARICH02  FIXED  Second marital change status

Was there another change?
(If YES, ENTER TYPE AND DATE OF CHANGE. IF NO, ENTER NCH)
2nd
0  NCH
1  MAR
2  SEP
3  DIV
4  WID
5  LVT
6  NBM
IF MARICH02 = MARICH01 AND MARICH02 <> 0, GO BACK TO MARICH02 : “YOU CAN'T HAVE THE SAME STATUS AS BEFORE”
IF MARICH01 = 6 AND MARICH02 = 2/4, GO BACK TO MARICH02 : “YOU CAN'T BE DIVORCED, SEPARATED OR WIDOWED IF YOU HAD NEVER BEEN MARRIED”
IF MARICH01 = 4 AND MARICH02 = 2,3,6, GO BACK TO MARICH02 : “YOU CAN'T BE SEPARATED, DIVORCED OR NEVER BEEN MARRIED IF YOU WERE WIDOWED”
IF MARICH01 = 3 AND MARICH02 = 2,4,6, GO BACK TO MARICH02 : “YOU CAN'T BE SEPARATED, WIDOWED OR NEVER BEEN MARRIED IF YOU WERE DIVORCED”
IF MARICH01 = 2 AND MARICH02 = 6, GO BACK TO MARICH02 : “YOU CAN'T BE NEVER MARRIED IF YOU WERE SEPARATED”
IF MARICH01 = 1 AND MARICH02 = 6, GO BACK TO MARICH02 : “YOU CAN'T BE NEVER MARRIED IF YOU WERE MARRIED”

6.32 CHNG02MM NUMBER Month of second marital change

DATE
Valid Values: 1-12

6.33 CHNG02YY NUMBER Year of second marital change

Valid Values: 92-97

IF CHNG02YY > YYINV OR CHNG02YY = YYINV AND CHNG02MM > MMINV, GO BACK TO CHNG02MM : “DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE”
IF (CHNG02YY < CHNG01YY AND CHNG02YY > 0) OR CHNG02YY = CHNG01YY AND (CHNG02MM < CHNG01MM AND CHNG02MM > 0, GO BACK TO CHNG02MM : “DATE SHOULD BE AFTER PREVIOUS CHANGE)”

6.34 MARICH03 FIXED Third marital change status

Was there another change?
3rd

0 NCH
1 MAR
2 SEP
3 DIV
4 WID
5 LVT
6 NBM

IF (MARICH03 = MARICH02 AND MARICH03 <> 0, GO BACK TO MARICH03 : “YOU CAN'T HAVE THE
SAME STATUS AS BEFORE)"
IF MARICH02 = 6 AND MARICH03 = 2/4, GO BACK TO MARICH03 : "YOU CAN'T BE DIVORCED, SEPARATED OR WIDOWED IF YOU HAD NEVER BEEN MARRIED"
IF MARICH02 = 4 AND MARICH03 = 2,3,6, GO BACK TO MARICH03 : "YOU CAN'T BE SEPARATED, DIVORCED OR NEVER BEEN MARRIED IF YOU WERE WIDOWED"
IF MARICH02 = 3 AND MARICH03 = 2,4,6, GO BACK TO MARICH03 : "YOU CAN'T BE SEPARATED, WIDOWED OR NEVER BEEN MARRIED IF YOU WERE DIVORCED"
IF MARICH02 = 2 AND MARICH03 = 6, GO BACK TO MARICH03 : "YOU CAN'T BE NEVER MARRIED IF YOU WERE SEPARATED"
IF MARICH02 = 1 AND MARICH03 = 6, GO BACK TO MARICH03 : "YOU CAN'T BE NEVER MARRIED IF YOU WERE MARRIED"

6.35 CHNG03MM NUMBER Month of third marital change

DATE

Valid Values: 1-12

6.36 CHNG03YY NUMBER Year of third marital change

Valid Values: 92-97

IF CHNG03YY > YYINV OR CHNG03YY = YYINV AND CHNG03MM > MMINV, GO BACK TO CHNG03MM : "DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF (CHNG03YY < CHNG02YY AND CHNG03YY > 0) OR CHNG03YY = CHNG02YY AND (CHNG03MM < CHNG02MM AND CHNG03MM > 0, GO BACK TO CHNG03MM : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER PREVIOUS CHANGE)"

6.37 MARICH04 FIXED Fourth marital change status

Was there another change?
4th

0 NCH
1 MAR
2 SEP
3 DIV
4 WID
5 LVT
6 NBM

IF (MARICH04 = MARICH03 AND MARICH04 <> 0, GO BACK TO MARICH04 : "YOU CAN'T HAVE THE SAME STATUS AS BEFORE")
IF MARICH03 = 6 AND MARICH04 = 2/4, GO BACK TO MARICH04 : "YOU CAN'T BE DIVORCED, SEPARATED OR WIDOWED IF YOU HAD NEVER BEEN MARRIED"
IF MARICH03 = 4 AND MARICH04 = 2,3,6, GO BACK TO MARICH04 : "YOU CAN'T BE SEPARATED, DIVORCED OR NEVER BEEN MARRIED IF YOU WERE WIDOWED"
IF MARICH03 = 3 AND MARICH04 = 2,4,6, GO BACK TO MARICH04 : "YOU CAN'T BE SEPARATED, WIDOWED OR NEVER BEEN MARRIED IF YOU WERE DIVORCED"
IF MARICH03 = 2 AND MARICH04 = 6, GO BACK TO MARICH04 : "YOU CAN'T BE NEVER MARRIED IF YOU WERE SEPARATED"
IF MARICH03 = 1 AND MARICH04 = 6, GO BACK TO MARICH04 : "YOU CAN'T BE NEVER MARRIED IF YOU WERE MARRIED"

6.38 CHNG04MM NUMBER Month of fourth marital change

DATE

Valid Values: 1-12

6.39 CHNG04YY NUMBER Year of fourth marital change

(IF ADDITIONAL CHANGES, ENTER CURRENT STATUS AT 4th CHANGE AND INSERT OTHER CHANGES IN A COMMENT BOX)

Valid Values: 92-97

IF CHNG04YY > YYINV OR CHNG04YY = YYINV AND CHNG04MM > MMINV, GO BACK TO CHNG04MM : "DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE CURRENT DATE"
IF (CHNG04YY < CHNG03YY AND CHNG04YY > 0) OR CHNG04YY = CHNG03YY AND (CHNG04MM < CHNG03MM AND CHNG04MM > 0, GO BACK TO CHNG04MM : "DATE SHOULD BE AFTER PREVIOUS CHANGE")

IF MARICH04 = 0 AND MARICH03 = 1/6, REF, DK, THEN SET LASTMAR TO ^MARICH03^ IF MARICH04 = 0 AND MARICH03 = 0 AND MARICH02 = 1/6, REF, DK, THEN SET LASTMAR TO ^MARICH02^ IF MARICH04 = 0 AND MARICH03 = 0 AND MARICH02 = 0 AND MARICH01 = 1/6, REF, DK, THEN SET LASTMAR TO ^MARICH01^ IF MARCHANG = 2, REF, DK, THEN SET LASTMAR TO ^RMARITST^
4  widowed
5  living in a marriage-like relationship
6  single, you've never been married

IF LASTMAR = REF, DK, GO TO DEPENDV

6.41  MARCONF M  FIXED  Current marriage confirmation

You are currently \(^\text{LASTMAR}\). Is that correct?
1  Yes, that is correct
2  No, that is not correct

IF MARCONF = 2, GO BACK TO MARICH01: "PLEASE CORRECT INFORMATION ON THIS SCREEN"

IF RDEPEND = MISS, GO TO CHILDREN

6.42  DEPENDV  FIXED  Number of dependents preload verify

HELP

Our records show that you have \(^\text{RDEPEND}\). Is that still correct?
1  Yes, that is correct
2  No, that is not correct

IF DEPENDV = 1, GO TO WHERELIV
IF DEPENDV = 2, REF, DK, GO TO NUMCHILD

6.43  CHILDREN  YESNO  Number of children

Do you have any children? Include adopted, foster and step children. Also remember to include children who are living outside your household.
1  YES
2  NO
**DEMOGRAPHICS**

6.44 **NUMCHILD** NUMBER

Number of children question

How many children do you have? (Include adopted, foster and step children. Also include children who are living outside your household).

Valid Values: 0-15

IF CHILDREN = 1 AND (NUMCHILD = 0 AND NUMCHILD = "0", GO BACK TO NUMCHILD : "CAN'T HAVE 0 CHILDREN IF ANSWERED YES TO PREVIOUS QUESTION")

6.45 **DEPENDEN** NUMBER

Number of R's dependents

_Help_

How many of your children live with you or depend on you for more than half of their support?

IF DEPENDEN = 0,REF,DK, GO TO WHERELIV

6.46 **NUMCHLD** CALCULATION

DUMMY VAR FOR CHILD CALC

Calculation: ^DEPENDEN^-RDEPEND

IF NUMCHLD < 1, GO TO WHERELIV

**REPEAT KIDLOOPS THRU KIDLOOPE FOR EACH CATEGORY IN KIDLOOPS.**

6.47 **KIDLOOPS** LOOPBEG-FIXED

Start Children Birthdate loop

1 the youngest
2 the next youngest
3 the next youngest
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
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4 the next youngest
5 the next youngest
6 the next youngest
7 the next youngest
8 the next youngest
9 the next youngest
10 the next youngest

IF, LOOP VALUE: 1/^NUMCHLD^

6.48 DBCHMM NUMBER Birthdates of dependents-month

~IF ^RDEPEND^(NK4)
   I need to know the birth days of any children you have had since
   ^OLDDATE^.
~END
~IF ^NUMCHLD^*(G10)
   I need some information on the ten youngest _dependent_ children only.
~END
~IF ^NUMCHLD^*(1)
   What is the birthdate of your child?
~ELSE
   What is the birthdate of ^KIDLOOPS^ of these _dependent_ children?
~END

(INTERVIEWER: ENTER MONTH AND YEAR)

Valid Values: 1-12

6.49 DBCHYY NUMBER Birthdates of dependents-year

Valid Values: 60-97

IF DBCHYY > YYINV, GO BACK TO DBCHMM: "THE CHILD'S BIRTH DATE SHOULD BE BEFORE
CURRENT DATE"
IF (DBCHYY < RDOBYY AND DBCHYY > 0, GO BACK TO DBCHMM: "THE CHILD'S BIRTH DATE
SHOULD BE AFTER RESPONDENT'S")

6.50 KIDLOOPE LOOPEND End Children Birthdate loop

6.51 WHERELIV FIXED Where was respondent living April 1

_HELP_
What type of housing were you living in on April 1 of this year?
Was it . . .

1 in your own home or apartment
2 in your parents or guardians residence
3 in school-provided housing
4 with other relatives (not parents, spouse, or children)
5 in employer provided residence (military base)
6 in a sorority or fraternity house
7 or in some other type of housing?

IF WHERELIV = 2,4,6, GO TO WHOLIVE

6.52 LIVALON FIXED Does anyone live with respondent?

Who was living in the household on April 1, (1997) besides you?

1 RESPONDENT LIVES ALONE
2 OTHER PEOPLE IN HOUSEHOLD

IF LIVALON = 1, REF, DK, GO TO NUMPEO

6.53 WHOLIVE NUMBER Spouse/partner lives w/R

_Help_
(Who else was living in your household besides you?)
INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBER NEXT TO THE TYPE. (Probe if R says he lives with more than four grandparents, one mother, one father, etc.)

HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS:
-----------------
HUSBAND, WIFE, OR PARTNER?
YOUR/PARTNER'S CHILDREN, AGES 0-6
YOUR/PARTNER'S CHILDREN, AGES 7-12
YOUR/PARTNER'S CHILDREN, AGES 3-17
YOUR/PARTNER'S CHILDREN, AGES 18 AND OVER
FATHER, STEPFATHER, OR MALE GUARDIAN
MOTHER, STEPMOTHER, OR FEMALE GUARDIAN
BROTHER(S), INCLUDING STEP- OR HALF-BROTHERS
SISTERS(S), INCLUDING STEP- OR HALF-SISTERS
GRANDPARENT(S)
OTHER RELATIVE(S)
NONRELATIVE(S) OR ROMMATE(S)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Valid Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>CHILD06</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>CHILD712</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>CHLD1317</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>CHILD18</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>FATHER</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>Father/guardian lives w/R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>MOTHER</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>Mother/guardian lives w/R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>BROTHER</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>SISTER</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Valid Values: 0-1

IF LASTMAR = 2,3,4,6 AND WHOLIVE = 1, GO BACK TO WHOLIVE : “CAN'T HAVE ANY NUMBER IF YOU ARE SINGLE, SEPARATED, DIVORCED, OR WIDOWED”
6.62 GPARENT  NUMBER  Num
Valid Values: 0-4

6.63 OTHRELAT  NUMBER  Num
Valid Values: 0-20

6.64 NONRELAT  NUMBER  Num
Valid Values: 0-99

6.65 NUMPEO  CALCULATION  Total number in R's household
Calculation:
^WHOLIVE^+^CHILD06^+^CHILD712^+^CHLD1317^+^CHILD18^+^FATHER^+^MOTHER^+^BROTHER^+

IF NUMPEO = 1, GO TO DUMSPOUS

6.66 TOTALIVE  YESNO  TOTAL PEOPLE LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD
This means that there were ^NUMPEO^ people living in your household, including yourself. Is that correct?
1   YES
2   NO

IF TOTALIVE = 2, GO BACK TO WHOLIVE : "PLEASE CHECK THE HOUSEHOLD NUMBERS AND RE-ENTER"

6.67 DUMSPOUS  TEXT-FILL  DUMMY VAR-SPOUSE TEXT FILL
1   or the name of your spouse
2   or the name of your partner
3   spouse
4   partner
5   and your spouse
6   and your partner
Baccalaureate and Beyond 2nd Followup
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7 spouse’s
8 partner’s
9

IF LASTMAR = 1, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 1,3,5,7
IF LASTMAR = 5, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 2,4,6,8
IF LASTMAR = 2/4,6,REF,DK, GET TEXT-FILL VALUE: 9

IF LASTMAR = 2/4,6,REF,DK, GO TO TOTNUMDP
IF LASTMAR = 1,5 AND EDSPOUP = MISS, GO TO EDSPOUSE

6.68 EDSPOUV FIXED SPOUSES EDLEVEL PRELOAD VERIFY

Our records show that your ^DUMSPOUS^(7/8) highest grade or level of education was ^EDSPOUP^.
Is this still correct?

1 Yes, this is correct
2 No, this is not correct

IF EDSPOUV = 1, GO TO ENSPOUAP

6.69 EDSPOUSE FIXED Spouse’s highest education level

HELP

What is the highest grade or level of education that your ^DUMSPOUS^(3/4) has completed?

1 LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL
2 GED
3 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
4 LESS THAN 1 YEAR VOC/TRADE/BUS. SCHOOL AFTER HIGH SCHOOL
5 1 YEAR BUT LESS THAN 2 YEARS VOC/TRADE/BUS. SCHOOL
6 2 YEARS OR MORE VOC/TRADE/BUS. SCHOOL
7 LESS THAN 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE
8 ASSOCIATE’S DEGREE
9 2 OR MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE
10 BACHELOR’S DEGREE (4-5 YEAR)
11 MASTER’S DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT
12 FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (JD, MD, OD, DDS, ETC . . .)
13 OTHER ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
14 DOCTORATE (Ph.D. Ed.D.)
6.70  ENSPOUAP  YESNO  Spouse currently enrolled in school

~IF  ^MMINV^(4)+^YYINV^(97)
  Is your ^DUMSPOUS^(3/4) currently enrolled in school?
~ELSE
  Was your ^DUMSPOUS^(3/4) enrolled in school in April of this year?
~END

1  YES
2  NO

IF ENSPOUAP = 2,REF,DK,MISS, GO TO EMPSPOUS

6.71  LEVSPOUS  FIXED  Level of courses spouse taking

~HELP~

~IF  ^MMINV^(4)+^YYINV^(97)
  What level of courses is your ^DUMSPOUS^(3/4) taking?
~ELSE
  What level of courses was your ^DUMSPOUS^(3/4) taking in April?
~END

1  HIGH SCHOOL
2  LICENSE OR CERTIFICATE
3  UNDERGRADUATE
4  GRADUATE
5  FIRST PROFESSIONAL

6.72  EMPSPOUS  FIXED  Spouse's April 97 employment status

~IF  ^MMINV^(4)+^YYINV^(97)
  Is your ^DUMSPOUS^(3/4) currently employed?
~ELSE
  Was your ^DUMSPOUS^(3/4) employed in April of this year?
~END
  (IF YES:) Was that full-time or part-time?

1  Yes, employed full-time
2  Yes, employed part-time
3  Not employed

6.73  TOTNUMDP  NUMBER  Total dependents in 1997
How many people do you currently support financially? Include yourself and anyone who received more than half of their support from you.

Valid Values: 1-20

IF TOTNUMDP < DEPENDEN, GO BACK TO TOTNUMDP : “NUMBER ENTERED CAN'T BE LESS THAN NUMBER OF DEPENDENT CHILDREN PLUS YOURSELF”

6.74 FINANRES NUMBER Others supported by R in 1997

Is there anyone else you help financially but provide less than half of their support?
(IF NO, ENTER "0"; IF YES, ASK:) How many?

Valid Values: 0-20

6.75 CARETAKE NUMBER Others aided non-financially by R?

_IF_ ^0^(1)=593+594
You said you had one child under 12 living with you. How many hours each week does your child spend in some type of child-care arrangement?
_IF_ ELSE
You said you have children (under 12 years old) living with you. What is the most number of hours per week that any of them spend in some type of child-care arrangement?
_IF_ END

Valid Values: 0-60
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Soft Check: 61-80

IF NP6CARE = 0, REF, DK, GO TO TOTINCOM

6.77 PAYCARE YESNO  R pays for childcare
Do you have to pay for childcare?
1  YES
2  NO

6.78 TOTINCOM NUMBER  Respondent income from all sources

_HELP_
What was your personal income from _all sources_ in 1996?
(This amount must include income from all jobs and must be equal to or larger than job income)

Entry Mask: !~U$_,___,___~!
Valid Values: 0-999999
Soft Check: 1000000-9999999

IF TOTINCOM <> DK, GO TO ANNUINC

6.79 TOTINCM FIXED  Estimated income from all sources

_HELP_
Would you estimate your personal income from _all sources_ in 1996 was . . . (This amount must include income from all jobs and must be equal to or larger than job income)

1  less than $5,000
2  at least $5,000 but less than $10,000
3  at least $10,000 but less than $20,000
4  at least $20,000 but less than $30,000
5  at least $30,000 but less than $50,000
6  at least $50,000 but less than $75,000
7  at least $75,000 but less than $100,000
8  or $100,000 or more
6.80 ANNUINC NUMBER

Respondent's job income

HELP_

What was your personal income from all jobs in 1996?
(_Exclude_ untaxed income or income from other sources such as interest, dividends, and capital gains.)

Entry Mask: !~$_._,_~!
Valid Values: 0-999999
Soft Check: 1000000-9999999

IF TOTINCOME > 0 AND ANNUINC > TOTINCOME, GO BACK TO ANNUINC: "AMOUNT FOR JOB INCOME CAN'T BE MORE THAN AMOUNT FROM ALL SOURCES"

IF ANNUINC <> DK, GO TO TOTINCSPI

6.81 ANNUINCR FIXED

Respondent's estimate of job income

HELP_

What is your estimate of your personal income from all jobs in 1996?
(_Exclude_ untaxed income or income from other sources such as interest, dividends, and capital gains.)

Would you estimate your 1996 personal income from all jobs was . . .

1 less than $5,000
2 at least $5,000 but less than $10,000
3 at least $10,000 but less than $20,000
4 at least $20,000 but less than $30,000
5 at least $30,000 but less than $50,000
6 at least $50,000 but less than $75,000
7 at least $75,000 but less than $100,000
8 or $100,000 or more

IF LASTMAR = 2/4,6,REF,DK, GO TO SAVINGS

6.82 TOTINCSPI NUMBER

Spouse's income from all sources

HELP_
What was your \textsuperscript{7/8} income from _all sources_ in 1996?
(THIS AMOUNT MUST INCLUDE INCOME FROM ALL JOBS AND MUST BE EQUAL TO OR LARGER THAN JOB INCOME)

Entry Mask: \textasciitilde U\$.,.,.,~
Valid Values: 0-999999
Soft Check: 1000000-9999999

\textbf{IF TOTINCSP} <> \textbf{DK}, GO TO ANNINCSP

\textbf{6.83 TOTINCS} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{FIXED} \hspace{1cm} Estimated spouse income from all sources

\_HELP_

Would you estimate your \textsuperscript{7/8} income from _all sources_ in 1996 was . . . (THIS AMOUNT MUST INCLUDE INCOME FROM ALL JOBS AND MUST BE EQUAL TO OR LARGER THAN JOB INCOME)

1 less than $5,000
2 at least $5,000 but less than $10,000
3 at least $10,000 but less than $20,000
4 at least $20,000 but less than $30,000
5 at least $30,000 but less than $50,000
6 at least $50,000 but less than $75,000
7 at least $75,000 but less than $100,000
8 or $100,000 or more

\textbf{6.84 ANNINCSP} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{NUMBER} \hspace{1cm} Spouse's income from jobs

\_HELP_

What was your \textsuperscript{7/8} personal income from all _jobs_ in 1996? (_Exclude_ untaxed income or income from other sources such as interest, dividends, and capital gains.)

Entry Mask: \textasciitilde U\$.,.,.,~
Valid Values: 0-999999
Soft Check: 1000000-9999999

\textbf{IF TOTINCSP} > 0 AND ANNINCSP > TOTINCSP, GO BACK TO ANNINCSP: "AMOUNT FOR JOB INCOME CAN'T BE MORE THAN AMOUNT FROM ALL SOURCES"

\textbf{IF ANNINCSP} <> \textbf{DK}, GO TO SAVINGS
6.85  ANNINCS  FIXED  Estimate of spouse’s income from job

   _HELP_

What is your estimate of your ^DUMSPOUS^(7/8) personal income from all _jobs_ in 1996? (_Exclude_ untaxed income or income from other sources such as interest, dividends, and capital gains.)

Would you estimate your ^DUMSPOUS^(7/8) 1996 total income from all jobs was . . .

1  less than $5,000
2  at least $5,000 but less than $10,000
3  at least $10,000 but less than $20,000
4  at least $20,000 but less than $30,000
5  at least $30,000 but less than $50,000
6  at least $50,000 but less than $75,000
7  at least $75,000 but less than $100,000
8  or $100,000 or more

6.86  SAVINGS  YESNO  Saving money

   _HELP_

During the past year, have you been actively saving money for any reason?

1  YES
2  NO

IF SAVINGS = 2,REF,DK, GO TO UNDDEBTN

6.87  SAVING  MULTIPLE  SAVE TOWARDS PURCHASE OF HOME

   _HELP_

What have you been saving money toward?
(READ EACH AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

1  Purchasing a home
2  Furthering your education
3  Child’s education
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4 Retirement
5 Purchase of a car or other vehicle
6 Vacation or trip
7 Wedding or birth of a child
8 General "rainy day" or emergency purposes
9 Other purposes

IF TOTUDEBT <> MISS, GO TO GRSCHDB

6.88 UNDDEBTN UNCODED Total amount borrowed for ugrad ed

What was the total amount of money you borrowed for your undergraduate education up through ^D(ML,7) 19^YBARECVD^? Please include the amounts in federal, state, or institutional loans you received from all sources. Also include loans from family, friends, relatives, banks, savings and loans, and credit unions, and loans that have been repaid. Up through ^D(ML,7) 19^YBARECVD^, how much money did you borrow for undergraduate education?

^E40

IF GRAENR = 0 AND GRDPRGFL = 2, GO TO OWENFAM

6.89 GRSCHDB NUMBER Amnt borrowed for grad schl (nonfamily)

_HELP_

Since receiving your bachelor's degree, how much money have you borrowed for _graduate or professional_ education, not including loans from family? (Include all non-family loans from federal, state, and institutional sources such as graduate school, banks, and savings and loans.)

Entry Mask: !~U$____,____~!
Valid Values: 0-49999
Soft Check: 50000-999999

IF GRSCHDB = 0,REF,DK AND TOTUDEBT = 0,REF,DK, GO TO GRFAMSP

6.90 OWENFAM NUMBER Amount owed to nonfamily sources
~IF ^TOTUDEBT^ G0 $+^GRSCHDB^(LE0)~
Of the $^TOTUDEBT^ you said you'd borrowed for your undergraduate
education, how much do you still owe?
(INTERVIEWER: If R says the debt amount is wrong, enter the
correct amount in comment box)
~ELSE ^GRSCHDB^ G0 $+^TOTUDEBT^ LE0~
Of the total amount you borrowed from_non-family_sources for your
graduate or professional education, how much money do you still owe?
~ELSE ^GRSCHDB^ G0 $+^TOTUDEBT^ G0~
Of the total amount you borrowed from_non-family_sources for both
your undergraduate_and_graduate education, how much money do
you still owe?
~END

Entry Mask: !~U$___,___~!

IF OWENFAM = 0, REF, DK, GO TO GRFAMSP

6.91 FEDLOANS YESNO FEDERAL GRADUATE LOANS

HELP

Did you receive any federal loans, such as PLUS, GSL, or HPSL, for your
undergraduate or graduate education?

1 YES
2 NO

IF FEDLOANS = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO LNPAYALL

6.92 LOANCONS FIXED HAVE FED LOANS BEEN CONSOLIDATED?

HELP

Have these federal loans been consolidated?

1 YES
2 NO
3 ONLY ONE FEDERAL LOAN

IF LOANCONS = 2, REF, DK, GO TO FORGIVST
6.93  LOANSTAT  FIXED  STATUS OF FEDERAL LOANS

  _HELP_

What is the status of your federal loan(s)?

  1  In deferment or grace period
  2  Completely repaid
  3  Payment required
  4  other/mixed

IF LOANSTAT = 1/2, GO TO FORGIVST

6.94  REPAY  FIXED  Type of repayment plan

  _HELP_

What type of repayment plan are you on?

  1  income sensitive
  2  graduated repayment
  3  regular payment

6.95  FORGIVST  NUMBER  Loans forgiven or cancelled

  _HELP_

Has any part of your undergraduate or graduate debt been forgiven or cancelled?
(If No, Enter "0"; If Yes, Ask:)
How much?

Entry Mask: !~U$___,___~!
Valid Values: 0-999999

6.96  LNPAYALL  NUMBER  Monthly payments for nonfamily loan

~IF ^FEDLOANS^1)+^LOANSTAT^1.2)
   Are you making any monthly payments on any non-federal loans?
   (If No, Enter "0"; If YES:)
   What is your total monthly payment?
~END
~IF ^FEDLOANS^2.K2.K3)
   What is your total monthly payment for all educational loans from
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non-family sources?
~END
~IF ^FEDLOANS^((1)+^LOANSTAT^(N1+N2))
   What is your total monthly payment for all educational loans?
~END

Entry Mask: !~U$.__~!
Valid Values: 0-9999

IF OWENFAM > 0 AND LNPAYALL > OWENFAM, GO BACK TO LNPAYALL: "CAN'T PAY MORE MONEY THAN OWED"

6.97 OTHREPAY YESNO Received help with ed

Is anyone helping you to repay your educational debt to non-family sources? (Do not include assistance from spouse/partner.)

1  YES
2  NO

IF GRAENR = 0 AND GRDPRGFL = 2, GO TO TOTFMBAL

6.98 GRFAMSP NUMBER Family amount borrowed for grad ed

HELP

Now I'd like to ask you about other sources of money for graduate or professional education.

How much money have you _borrowed_ from your _family_ for graduate education since receiving your bachelor's degree? (Include money from parents, inlaws, aunts, uncles, grandparents, etc., but do not include support you received from your spouse.)

Entry Mask: !~U$.__.__~!
Valid Values: 0-49999
Soft Check: 50000-999999

6.99 GRFAMSPT NUMBER Family amount given for grad ed

How much money have you been _given_ by your _family_ for graduate or professional education since receiving your bachelor's degree?
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Entry Mask: !~U$___,___~!
Valid Values: 0-49999
Soft Check: 50000-999999

IF GRFAMSP = 0,REF,DK, GO TO DEBTSPOU

6.100 TOTFMBAL NUMBER TOTAL BALANCE OF FAMILY LOANS

Of the total amount of money you borrowed from your family for your undergraduate or graduate education, how much do you still owe?

Entry Mask: !~U$___,___~!

IF TOTFMBAL = 0,REF,DK, GO TO DEBTSPOU

6.101 TOTFMPAY NUMBER TOTAL MONTHLY AMT PAID TO FAMILY

What is the total monthly payment that you make to your family to repay educational loans?

Entry Mask: !~US___,___~!
Valid Values: 0-9999

IF TOTFMBAL > 0 AND TOTFMPAY > TOTFMBAL, GO BACK TO TOTFMPAY : "CAN'T PAY MORE MONEY THAN OWED"

IF LASTMAR = 2/4,6,REF,DK, GO TO HOUSE

6.102 DEBTSPOU YESNO SPOUSE'S EDUCATION LOANS

HELP

Has your ^DUMSPOUS^(3/4) received any loans for education since leaving high school?

1 YES
IF DEBTSPOU = 2, REF, DK, MISS, GO TO HOUSE

6.103 TOTLOANS NUMBER TOTAL SPOUSE BORROWED FOR EDUCATION

 HELP 

What was the total amount your ^DUMSPOUS^^(3/4) borrowed for (his/her) education since high school?

Entry Mask: !~U$___,___~!
Valid Values: 0-99999
Soft Check: 100000-999999

IF TOTLOANS = 0, GO TO HOUSE

6.104 TOTALBAL NUMBER AMOUNT SPOUSE STILL OWES EDUCATION LOANS

How much does your ^DUMSPOUS^^(3/4) still owe for educational loan(s)?

Entry Mask: !~U$____,____~!

IF TOTALBAL = 0, REF, DK, GO TO HOUSE

6.105 REPAYMSP NUMBER monthly payments for educational loans

What are your ^DUMSPOUS^^(7/8) total monthly payments on outstanding educational loans?

Entry Mask: !~U$___,___~!
Valid Values: 0-9999

IF TOTALBAL > 0 AND REPAYMSP > TOTALBAL, GO BACK TO REPAYMSP : "CAN'T PAY MORE MONEY THAN OWED"
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6.106 HOUSE YESNO OWN HOUSE/ CONDO

Do you ^DUMSPOUS^(5/6.9) own a house or condominium?

1 YES
2 NO

6.107 MORTGAG NUMBER MONTHLY MORTGAGE PAYMENT

_HELP_

~IF ^HOUSE^(1)
    How much are your monthly payments for mortgage and rent?
~ELSE
    How much are your monthly payments for rent?
~END

Entry Mask: !~U$_,___~!
Valid Values: 0-6000

6.108 CAR YESNO OWN ANY VEHICLES

Do you ^DUMSPOUS^(5/6.9) own any cars, trucks, vans, or motorcycles?

1 YES
2 NO

IF CAR = 2,REF,DK, GO TO OTHDEBT

6.109 AUTOPAY NUMBER AUTO LOAN MONTHLY PAYMENT

_HELP_

What are your monthly payments on your auto loan or loans?

Entry Mask: !~U$_,___~!
Valid Values: 0-5000

6.110 OTHDEBT YESNO ANY OTHER DEBT

Excluding educational debt, do you have any other debt for which you are making monthly payments?
1 YES
2 NO

IF OTHDEBT = 2, REF, DK, GO TO DEMO_END

6.111 OTHDEBP NUMBER OTHER DEBT MONTHLY PAYMENT

What are your monthly payments for this other debt? (DO NOT INCLUDE EDUCATIONAL)

Entry Mask: !~U$_,___~!
Valid Values: 1-9999

6.112 DEMO_END TIMESTAMP End of demographic section

6.113 PARENT1 FIXED PARENTS LOCATING

~IF
^PAR1FNAM^V(G1)^PAR1LNAM^V(G1)^PAR1ADD1^V(G1)^PAR1CITY^V(G1)^PAR1STAT^V(G1)
^PAR1ZIP^V(G1)^PP1ARCOD^V(G1)^PP1PHON1^V(G1)^PP1PHON2^V(G1)
We would like to verify your parent's name, current address and telephone number. Is it ...
~ELSE
May I have your parent's name, current address and telephone number?
~END
(IF DECEASED, OPEN A COMMENT BOX AND INDICATE)

FIRST NAME: ^E42
MIDDLE INT: ^E43
LAST NAME: ^E44
STREET ADDRESS: ^E57
^E58
CITY: ^E59
STATE: ^E60
ZIP: ^E61
PHONE: (^E62) ^E63-^E64

RELATIONSHIP:
1 MOTHER
2 FATHER

6.114 PARENT2 FIXED
Is your other parent's address and telephone number the same as the address and telephone number you just gave me?

1    YES
2    NO
3    PARENT DECEASED

IF PARENT2 = 3, GO TO OTHERLAT
IF PARENT2 = 2, REF, DK, GO TO PARENT4

6.115   PARENT3   FIXED

May I have your other parent's name?
(INTERVIEWER: DO NOT VERIFY ANY PRELOADED INFORMATION. IF R GIVES
SAME NAME AS THE NAME APPEARING ON THE SCREEN, PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE.
OTHERWISE, ENTER CORRECT INFORMATION.)

FIRST NAME: ^E54
MIDDLE INT: ^E55
LAST NAME: ^E56

RELATIONSHIP:

1    MOTHER
2    FATHER

IF PARENT2 = 1, GO TO OTHERLAT

6.116   PARENT4   FIXED

May I have your other parent's name, current address and telephone number?
(INTERVIEWER: DO NOT VERIFY ANY PRELOADED INFORMATION UNLESS R GIVES YOU
THE SAME NAME AS THE NAME ON THE SCREEN; THEN YOU CAN VERIFY
ADDRESS/PHONE INFO. OTHERWISE, ENTER CORRECTED DATA.)

FIRST NAME: ^E54
MIDDLE INT: ^E55
LAST NAME: ^E56
STREET ADDRESS: ^E65
  ^E66
  CITY: ^E67
  STATE: ^E68
  ZIP: ^E69
  PHONE: (^E70) ^E71 ^E72
RELATIONSHIP:
1 MOTHER
2 FATHER

6.117 OTHERLAT FIXED OTHER RELATIVE LOCATING

Can you give me the name, address and telephone number of a person, such as a friend or relative other than your parents who lives at an address different from yours, and who will always know where to get in touch with you?

1 ENTER 1 TO CONTINUE
2 2 FOR REFUSED

IF OTHERLAT = 2, REF, DK, GO TO NAME

IF HSMONTH = ASKED, THEN SET COUNTRY TO USA

6.118 COUNTRY CALCULATION

Calculation:

6.119 OTHRELF UNCODED Other locating first name

FIRST NAME:

6.120 OTHRELL UNCODED Other locating last name

LAST NAME:

6.121 OTHRELA UNCODED Other locating address 1

STREET ADDRESS:

6.122 OTHRELA2 UNCODED Other locating address 2
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6.123  OTHRELC  UNCODED  Other locating city

CITY:

6.124  OTHERELS  STATE  Other locating state

STATE:
Valid Values: Valid two-letter state codes

6.125  OTHRELZ  UNCODED  Other locating zip

ZIP CODE:

6.126  OTHRELT  NUMBER  Other locating phone number

PHONE:
COUNTRY: ^E657
Entry Mask: M!U_____--
Valid Values: 0-9999999999

6.127  WHORELAT  FIXED  OTHER RELATIVE RELATIONSHIP

What is this person's relationship to you?

1  MOTHER/FEMALE GUARDIAN
2  FATHER/MALE GUARDIAN
3  SISTER
4  BROTHER
5  SPOUSE
6  OTHER RELATIVE
7  FRIEND
8  CHILD
9  OTHER (SPECIFY IN NEXT SCREEN)

IF WHORELAT = 9, GO TO OTHREL, ELSE GO TO NAME

6.128  OTHREL  UNCODED  Other relationship

ENTER OTHER RELATIONSHIP.
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Entry Mask: !A____________________________________

6.129  NAME     YESNO           USED ANY OTHER NAME?

Have you used any other name besides ^RNAME^?
INTERVIEWER: CLARIFY IF NECESSARY: Including maiden name, married name, alias, etc.
1    YES
2    NO

IF NAME = 2, REF, DK, GO TO ADDRESS

6.130  NAMEB    UNCODED  WHAT IS OTHER NAME

What is that name?

6.131  ADDRESS  UNCODED  CURRENT ADDRESS RESPONDENT

We would also like to get your current address and telephone number. Is it...

STREET ADDRESS:  ^E49
    ^E50
CITY:  ^E51
STATE:  ^E52
ZIP CODE:  ^E53
PHONE:  ^E15

6.132  ADRSVERF  YESNO        PERMANENT ADDRESS?

Is this your permanent address?
1    YES
2    NO

IF ADRSVERF = 1, GO TO HAVEMAIL

6.133  CURADDR  UNCODED  Respondent permanent address 1

What is your permanent address and telephone number?
STREET ADDRESS:

6.134 CURADDR2 UNCODED R permanent address 2

6.135 CURCITY UNCODED R permanent address city
CITY:

6.136 CURSTAT STATE R permanent address state
STATE:
Valid Values: Valid two-letter state codes

6.137 CURZIP UNCODED R permanent address zip
ZIP CODE:

6.138 CURPHON NUMBER R permanent telephone
PHONE:
Entry Mask: M!U___-____!
Valid Values: 0-9999999999

6.139 HAVEMAIL YESNO HAVE AN EMAIL ADDRESS?
Do you have an email address?
1 YES
2 NO

IF HAVEMAIL = 2, REF, DK, GO TO SPOUNAME

6.140 EMAILADR UNCODED EMAIL ADDRESS
What is your email address?
IF LASTMAR = 2/4,6,REF,DK, GO TO SSNUMQ

6.141 SPOUNAME UNCODED SPOUSES NAME

What is your ^DUMSPOUS^7/8 name?
(ENTER FIRST NAME AND LAST NAME)

IF PSSN1 > LENGTH(1) AND PSSN2 > LENGTH(1) AND PSSN3 > LENGTH(1), GO TO ENDINTVW

6.142 SSNUMQ UNCODED SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

What is your social security number?
^E74^-E75^-E76

6.143 ENDINTVW FIXED THANK YOU

These are all the questions I have. Thank you for your help.

1 PRESS ENTER TO FILE CASE

6.144 END_STMP TIMESTAMP Time elapsed at end of interview

6.145 ENDDATE2 CURRENT DATE END DATE OF INTERVIEW

6.146 INTVID AUTO INTERVIEWER ID

6.147 INTVNAME AUTO INTERVIEWER NAME

6.148 VERSION AUTO Time and date of VQ file used

6.149 ENDTIME CURRENT HH:MM Clock time at end of interview